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1
Introduction
In his seminal paper from 1911 Max Dehn stated three fundamental problems in com-
binatorial group theory that have since been intensely studied: The word problem, the
conjugacy problem and the isomorphism problem [Deh11]. The word problem asks for a
finitely generated group G (given by a finite generating set Σ) whether a word over Σ
and its inverses represents the unit element of G. The conjugacy problem asks whether
two words over Σ and its inverses represent conjugate elements from G. Given two finite
group presentations, the isomorphism problem asks whether the corresponding groups
are isomorphic [MKS66, Whi36, Rab58, BKM07]. We will only consider the word prob-
lem and the conjugacy problem here.
Dehn showed the decidability of the word problem for topological surface groups
[Deh12, BRS07] and up to the 1950s only positive results about the decidability of
the word problem could be obtained [CM82]. To come up with a finitely presented
group with an undecidable word problem new methods were needed. With the inven-
tion of Turing-machines [Tur37, Pap94] and their connections to recursively enumerable
sets [EGNR98] and computable functions it was possible for Alonzo Church to give
a rigid definition of undecidability [Dav65]. It took until 1958 when Petr Sergeevich
Novikov [Nov58] and independently William Boone [Boo59] proved the existence of a
finitely presented group with undecidable word problem. Since then the decidability of
the word problem has been studied intensely and for many natural classes of finitely
generated groups the word problem could be shown to be decidable, for instance braid
groups [Art25], one-relator groups [Mag32], finitely generated linear groups or automatic
groups [ECH+92] (see [MI92] for a survey). With the rise of complexity theory also the
complexity of the word problem became an active research area. For instance it could be
shown that finitely generated linear groups have a word problem decidable in logarith-
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mic space [LZ77, Sim79], automatic groups have quadratic time solvable word problems
[ECH+92] and the word problem for a one-relator group is primitive recursive [CG75].
The class of groups for which the conjugacy problem is decidable is included in the
class of groups for which the word problem is decidable [MKS66]. Among the groups
with decidable conjugacy problem are braid groups [ECH+92], one-relator groups with
torsion [New68], arithmetic groups [GS80] (and hence nilpotent groups) and hyperbolic
groups [Gro87] (see [MI92] for a survey). Also the complexity of the conjugacy problem
for groups is intensely studied [BKL98]. The conjugacy problem for graph groups could
be shown to be decidable in linear time in [Wra89] based on [LWZ90]. In [CGW09] this
result was generalized to various subgroups of graph groups. The conjugacy problem for
word-hyperbolic groups is decidable in linear time [EH06], and for wreath products and
free solvable groups it is decidable in polynomial time [Vas10].
In the present thesis we consider the compressed word problem and the compressed
conjugacy problem of a fixed finitely generated group G. Instead of having as the in-
put a word over a finite set of generators of G, we consider a succinct variant where
the word is given in a compressed manner. Generally research on algorithms acting
directly on compressed data is motivated by a massive increase in the amount of dig-
ital data during the past twenty years. The aim is to develop algorithms that work
directly on compressed data without decompressing first. Examples are pattern match-
ing algorithms on compressed texts [BKL+02, GM08, Lif07, MST97, BLR+11], word
equations on compressed data [Pla99] or program equivalence for certain classes [LR06].
The compression of indices for search engines is essential for databases in the internet
[BLN09, CN10] or for bioinformatics [Gus99]. Furthermore the connection between the
information theoretic entropy of a string and its compressibility is an interesting research
area [HPS92, CLL+05, NR08].
For compression we use straight-line programs (SLPs for short) which are context free
grammars that create exactly one word. They turned out to be a very flexible compressed
representation of strings which are well suited for studying algorithms for compressed
data, since they are mathematically easy to handle and can be translated efficiently into
other compression formats (cf. [GKPR96, Lif07, Loh06, MST97, Pla94, PR98]). Note
that the length of a string represented by an SLP can be exponential in the size of the
SLP. Since the input in the compressed word problem is given in a succinct form one
can expect it to be more difficult (in the sense of space- and time complexity) than the
noncompressed word problem. For example, the word problem for a finitely generated
free group is decidable in logarithmic space [LZ77] while the compressed word problem for
a finitely generated free group is P-complete [Loh06]. The main motivation for studying
the compressed word problem is a result by Markus Lohrey and Saul Schleimer who could
show that the word problem of the automorphism group of a finitely generated group
can be reduced in polynomial time to the compressed word problem of the group itself
[LS07]. Power sequences are another compression method for strings that have been
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used to solve the word problem for groups with huge (nonelementary) Dehn functions
[MUW11, DLU11].
For the complexity of the compressed word problem there are already some upper
bounds known: The compressed word problem for finitely generated linear groups is
in coRP [LS07], a probabilistic complexity class (see [AB09] for a thorough introduc-
tion to complexity theory) whereas the ordinary word problem is decidable in logspace
[LZ77, Sim79]. For free groups [Loh04] and, more general, for graph groups [LS07] the
compressed word problem is decidable in polynomial time, while the word problem is
decidable in linear time [Wra88]. For a subgroup H of a finitely generated group G with
finite index [G : H] the compressed word problem of G is polynomial time reducible to
the compressed word problem for H [LS07]. Recently, Macdonald [Mac10] has shown
that also the compressed word problem for every fully residually free group can be solved
in polynomial time.
We will prove transfer theorems for the compressed word problem of graph products
of finitely generated groups [Gre90], HNN-extensions [HNN49] and amalgamated free
products [Sch27]. Furthermore, we prove a complexity bound for the compressed word
problem of nilpotent groups.
In the 1970’s Andreas Baudisch introduced the concept of semifree groups, these are
groups whose only relators are commutators of the generators [Bau81]. His studies were
continued by Carl Droms [Dro85], Brigitte Servatius and Herman Servatius [DSS89]
under the name graph groups. Let (W,E) be a finite undirected graph (without self-
loops). The associated graph group is defined as:
G(W,E) = 〈W | ab = ba, (a, b) ∈ E〉
where W is the set of generators and every edge (a, b) ∈ E gives rise to a commutation
relation ab = ba in G(W,E). Graph groups are also known as right-angled Artin groups,
free partially commutative groups or semifree groups. Graph groups interpolate between
finitely generated free groups and finitely generated free Abelian groups.
As a generalization of graph groups Elisabeth Green introduced graph products of
groups [Gre90], which generalize free products and direct products of groups. For a
finite undirected graph (W,E) and finitely generated groups Gi = 〈Σi | Ri〉 for i ∈ W
the corresponding graph product is the group
G = 〈Σi (i ∈W ) | ab = ba, a ∈ Σi, b ∈ Σj, (i, j) ∈ E〉. (1.1)
The groups Gi for i ∈ W are called the vertex groups of G. Green could show that
the word problem and the conjugacy problem of a graph product of groups is decidable
if the corresponding problems for the vertex groups are decidable. Properties of graph
products have since been studied intensely [Chi95, Chi94, HM95, DL08]. We combine
techniques used in [LS07] to show that the compressed word problem for G from (1.1)
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is polynomial time Turing reducible to the compressed word problems of the vertex
groups (see Theorem 3.1). Since right-angled Coxeter groups are graph products where
all the vertex groups are Z2 a consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that the word problem
for right-angled Coxeter groups can be decided in polynomial time (see Corollary 5.1).
Since the compressed word problem for finite groups can be solved in linear time another
consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that the graph product of finite groups have a polynomial
time word problem (see Corollary 5.1).
HNN-extensions were introduced by Graham Higman, Bernhard Neumann, and Hanna
Neumann in 1949 [HNN49]. For a base group H, two isomorphic subgroups A,B ≤ H,
and an isomorphism ϕ : A→ B, the corresponding HNN-extension is the group
G = 〈H, t | t−1at = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A)〉. (1.2)
Intuitively, it is obtained by adding to H a new generator t (the stable letter) in such a
way that conjugation of A by t realizes ϕ. The subgroups A and B are also called the
associated subgroups.
A related operation is that of the amalgamated free product of two groups H1 and H2
with isomorphic subgroups A1 ≤ H1, A2 ≤ H2 and an isomorphism ϕ : A1 → A2. The
corresponding amalgamated free product is the group
〈H1 ∗H2 | a = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A1)〉. (1.3)
Intuitively, it results from the free product H1 ∗H2 by identifying every element a ∈ A1
with ϕ(a) ∈ A2. The subgroups A1 and A2 are also called the amalgamated subgroups.
Schreier introduced the notion of free products with amalgamation in 1927 in a paper
where he gave a simple rigorous proof of the solution of the word problem in a free group
[Sch27].
Higman, Neumann and Neumann proved that in equation (1.2) the group H embeds
into the group G. Modern proofs of the above mentioned Novikov-Boone theorem use
HNN-extensions as the main tool for constructing finitely presented groups with an un-
decidable word problem [LS77]. In particular, arbitrary HNN-extensions do not preserve
good algorithmic properties of groups like decidability of the word problem. In this the-
sis, we restrict to HNN-extensions (resp. amalgamated products) with finite associated
(resp. amalgamated) subgroups, which is an important subcase. Stallings proved [Sta71]
that a group has infinitely many ends if and only if it is either an HNN-extension with
finite associated subgroups or an amalgamated free product with finite amalgamated
subgroups (see [DD89] for definitions). Moreover, a group is virtually-free (i.e., has a
free subgroup of finite index) if and only if it can be built up from finite groups using
amalgamated products with finite amalgamated subgroups and HNN-extensions with
finite associated subgroups [DD89].
It is not hard to see that the word problem for an HNN-extension (1.2) with A finite
can be reduced in polynomial time to the word problem of the base group H. We extend
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this transfer theorem to the compressed setting: The compressed word problem for G
from (1.2) with A finite is polynomial time Turing reducible to the compressed word
problem for H (see Theorem 3.17).
As a consequence of the result about HNN-extensions we show a similar result for amal-
gamated free products: The compressed word problem for G from (1.3) is polynomial
time Turing reducible to the compressed word problems of H1 andH2 (see Theorem 3.28).
Nilpotent groups are a well known class of groups [Hal57, KM79]. A group is nilpo-
tent if its lower central series terminates in the trivial group after finitely many steps
(see page 62 for definitions). The word problem for finitely generated nilpotent groups
is known to be decidable in linear time [HR99]. We show that the compressed word
problem for finitely generated nilpotent groups can be decided in polynomial time (see
Theorem 3.29).
The second part of the present thesis is concerned with some compressed versions of the
classical conjugacy problem. The noncompressed conjugacy problem for a fixed finitely
generated group asks whether two given words u and v over the generators of G are
conjugated in G, i.e., does there exist some x ∈ G such that u = xvx−1 in G? For graph
groups this problem is known to be decidable in polynomial time [Wra88, CGW09]. In
our compressed variant we consider as input two SLPs A and B over some generating set
of G and ask whether there exists some x ∈ G such that val(A) = xval(B)x−1. We show
that this problem is decidable for graph groups in polynomial time (see Theorem 4.9).
For our polynomial time algorithm, we have to develop a pattern matching algorithm
for SLP-compressed Mazurkiewicz traces, which is inspired by a pattern matching algo-
rithm for hierarchical message sequence charts from [GM08]. In the fully compressed
pattern matching problem for strings we ask for two given SLPs P and T whether val(P)
appears in val(T) as a factor. This problem is known to be decidable in cubic time
(in the size of the SLP) [Lif07]. Since the length of the text and the pattern may be
exponential in the size of the SLP, this speeds up the naive approach where both SLPs
are decompressed and the resulting strings are compared letter by letter. We generalize
this result (under a restriction) from strings to Mazurkiewicz traces, which are strings
where certain pairs of letters are allowed to commute (see Theorem 4.17).
Motivated by the word problem for the outer automorphism group we consider a re-
stricted simultaneous variant of the compressed conjugacy problem. For a fixed finitely
generated group G and a fixed set B ⊆ G we ask whether for given SLPs Aa over
the generators of G (a ∈ B) there is a common conjugating element x ∈ G such that
val(Aa) = xax
−1 for all a ∈ B. We can prove that for a graph product of finitely gen-
erated groups G1, . . . ,Gn this problem is polynomial-time Turing reducible to instances
of the compressed word problem for G1, . . . ,Gn and instances of this restricted simulta-
neous compressed conjugacy problem for the groups G1, . . . ,Gn (see Theorem 4.1).
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Returning to graph groups automorphism groups and outer automorphism groups of
graph groups received a lot of interest in the past few years. The automorphism group of
the free Abelian group Zn is GL(n,Z) and hence finitely generated. By a classical result
of Jakob Nielsen, also automorphism groups of free groups are finitely generated, see e.g.
[LS77]. For graph groups in general, it was shown by Michael Laurence [Lau95] (building
up on previous work by Herman Servatius [Ser89]) that their automorphism groups are
finitely generated. Only recently, Matthew Day [Day09] has shown that Aut(G(W,E))
is always finitely presented. Some recent structural results on automorphism groups of
graph groups can be found in [CCV07, CV09]; for a survey see [Cha07]. Unfortunately
not as much is known about the automorphism groups of graph products. In particular
we do not know whether the automorphism group of a graph product of groups with
finitely generated automorphism groups is itself finitely generated.
We will also continue the investigation of algorithmic aspects of automorphism groups
of graph groups. In [Sch08], it was shown that the compressed word problem for a
finitely generated free group can be solved in polynomial time and in [LS07] this result
was extended to graph groups. It follows that the word problem for Aut(G(Σ, I)) can be
solved in polynomial time. By the above mentioned result about the compressed word
problem for graph products (Theorem 3.1) we can generalize this: The word problem
of finitely generated subgroups of the automorphism group of a graph product can be
reduced to the compressed word problems of the vertex groups in polynomial time (see
Corollary 5.2).
Every conjugation in a group G is an automorphism. The inner automorphism group
G, Inn(G) for short, is the group consisting of all conjugations of G. The outer auto-
morphism group of G is the quotient group
Out(G) = Aut(G)/Inn(G).
It is not straightforward to carry over the above mentioned complexity results from
Aut(G(Σ, I)) to Out(G(Σ, I)). Nevertheless, Schleimer proved in [Sch08] that the word
problem for the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free group can be
decided in polynomial time. For this, he used a compressed variant of the simultaneous
conjugacy problem in free groups. In this paper, we generalize Schleimers result to graph
products: For every graph product G of the form (1.1), we reduce the word problem for
Out(G) to instances of the above mentioned compressed variants of the simultaneous
conjugacy problems of the vertex groups and instances of the compressed word problems
of the vertex groups.
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we will introduce all preliminaries
and terms necessary for understanding the subsequent as grammar based compression,
traces and the considered groups. In Chapter 3 we will prove our main results about
the compressed word problem and in Chapter 4 the results about compressed conjugacy
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problems. We collect consequences and applications of the Chapters 3 and 4 in Chapter 5
and mention some open problems in Chapter 6.
7
1 Introduction
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2
Preliminaries
In this chapter we will recall some definitions and state some basic facts for the rest of this
thesis. In particular we will define straight-line programs and introduce CCP-systems,
a more general context free grammar suitable as a compression technique. We will
introduce independence alphabets and traces and state some facts on compressed traces.
We will introduce some notions of combinatorial group theory and building upon these,
we will define graph groups, graph products of groups and HNN-extensions. Furthermore
automorphism groups and inner and outer automorphism groups will be defined. There
will be a short definition of polynomial time Turing-reductions. Finally we will introduce
some decision problems for finitely generated groups and their automorphism groups,
namely the (compressed) word problem and some variants of the compressed conjugacy
problem.
We start with some definitions regarding alphabets and words. Let Γ be a finite alphabet.
The empty word is denoted by ε. With Γ+ = Γ∗ \ {ε} we denote the set of non-empty
words over Γ.
For a word w = a1 · · · an (ai ∈ Γ) let
• alph(w) = {a1, . . . , an},
• |w| = n,
• w[i] = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
• w[i : j] = ak · · · a` for i ≤ j, k = max{1, i}, ` = min{j, n} and w[i : j] = ε for
i > j,
• w[: i] = w[1 : i] and w[i :] = w[i : n], and
9
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• |w|a = |{i | w[i] = a}|.
We use Γ−1 = {a−1 | a ∈ Γ} to denote a disjoint copy of Γ and set Γ±1 = Γ∪˙Γ−1. Define
(a−1)−1 = a; this defines an involution −1 : Γ±1 → Γ±1, which can be extended to an
involution on (Γ±1)∗ by setting (a1 · · · an)
−1 = a−1n · · · a
−1
1 . For ∆ ⊆ Γ we denote by
pi∆(w) the projection of the word w ∈ Γ
∗ to ∆. For a map f : A 7→ B and A′ ⊆ A we
denote with fA′ the map fA′ : A
′ 7→ B such that fA′(x) = f(x) for all x ∈ A
′. We
denote with dom(f) the domain of f and with ran(f) the range of f .
2.1 Grammar Based Compression for Strings
In this section we introduce straight-line programs and various extensions of the former,
which are used as a compressed representation of strings with reoccurring subpatterns
[PR99].
2.1.1 Straight-Line Programs
A straight-line program (SLP) over the alphabet Γ is a context free grammar A =
(V,Γ, S, P ), where V is the set of nonterminals, Γ is the set of terminals, S ∈ V is
the initial nonterminal, and P ⊆ V × (V ∪ Γ)∗ is the set of productions such that (i)
for every X ∈ V there is exactly one α ∈ (V ∪ Γ)∗ with (X,α) ∈ P and (ii) there is no
cycle in the relation {(X,Y ) ∈ V × V | ∃α : (X,α) ∈ P, Y ∈ alph(α)}. These conditions
ensure that the language generated by the straight-line program A contains exactly one
word val(A). Moreover, every nonterminal X ∈ V generates exactly one word that is
denoted by valA(X), or briefly val(X), if A is clear from the context. The size of A is
|A| =
∑
(X,α)∈P |α|. Note that in order to deal with SLPs we have to calculate with
numbers that are exponential in |A|, but since all numbers are stored in binary the com-
putations can be done in polynomial time. Two SLPs A and B are called equivalent if
val(A) = val(B).
A context free grammar A = (V,Γ, S, P ) is in Chomsky normal form if and only if
each production is either a terminal production of the form X 7→ a or a nonterminal
production of the form X 7→ Y Z for X,Y,Z ∈ V and a ∈ Γ. It can be seen easily that an
SLP can be transformed in polynomial time into an equivalent SLP in Chomsky normal
form.
Let A = (V,Γ±1, S, P ) be an SLP in Chomsky normal form. We denote with A−1 =
(V,Γ±1, S, P ′) the SLP which has for each production X 7→ Y Z from P the production
X 7→ ZY in P ′ and for each production X 7→ a from P the production X 7→ a−1 in P ′.
Thus, we have val(A−1) = val(A)−1.
Let us state some simple algorithmic problems for SLPs that can be solved in polyno-
mial time:
Lemma 2.1. The following tasks can be solved in polynomial time:
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(1) Given an SLP A, compute |val(A)|.
(2) Given an SLP A over Γ and a letter a ∈ Γ, compute |val(A)|a.
(3) Given an SLP A and two numbers 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |val(A)|, compute an SLP B with
val(B) = val(A)[i, j]. In particular, compute val(A)[i].1
Proof. We assume w.l.o.g. that the given SLP A = (V,Γ, S, P ) is in Chomsky normal
form. Let |V | = n.
For (1) we compute the size |val(A)| bottom up as follows: If X 7→ a for some a ∈ Γ
then |val(X)| = 1. If X 7→ Y Z for some Y,Z ∈ V and |val(Y )| and |val(Z)| are already
computed then |val(X)| = |val(Y )|+|val(Z)|. Continuing this process to the start symbol
S we have |val(A)| = |val(S)|.
For (2) let a ∈ Γ. Now we do the following procedure bottom up: For each nonterminal
X with X 7→ a we set |val(X)|a = 1. If otherwise X 7→ b for some b 6= a we set
|val(X)|a = 0. If X 7→ Y Z where |val(Y )|a and |val(Z)|a are already computed we set
|val(X)|a = |val(Y )|a + |val(Z)|a.
(3) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5 below.
In [Pla94], Plandowski presented a polynomial time algorithm for testing whether
val(A) = val(B) for two given SLPs A and B. A cubic algorithm was presented by Lifshits
[Lif07]. In fact, Lifshits gave an algorithm for compressed pattern matching: given SLPs
A and B, is A a factor of B? The running time of his algorithm is O(|A| · |B|2).
The next lemma is crucial for our applications of compressed word problems.
Lemma 2.2. For a given sequence ϕ1, . . . , ϕn of homomorphisms ϕi : Γ
∗ → Γ∗ (1 ≤
i ≤ n) and a symbol a ∈ Γ we can compute in logarithmic space an SLP A such that
val(A) = ϕ1 · · ·ϕn(a). Moreover, |A| = O(
∑
b∈Γ
∑n
i=1 |ϕi(b)|). In particular, if Γ is fixed
and every ϕi is taken from some fixed finite set of homomorphisms, then |A| = O(n).
Proof. Let us take variables Ai,b, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n and b ∈ Γ, and define the set of
productions as follows:
A0,b 7→ b
Ai,b 7→ Ai−1,a1 · · ·Ai−1,am , where ϕi(b) = a1 · · · am
By induction on i it is easy to see that val(Ai,b) = ϕ1 · · ·ϕi(b).
A deterministic rational transducer can be seen as a generalization of a deterministic
finite automaton. It is a 5-tuple T = (Γ,Σ, Q, δ, q0, F ), where Σ is the input alphabet,
Γ is the output alphabet, Q is the set of states, δ : Q × Σ → Q × Γ∗ is the partial
transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. Let
1By [LL06], this problem is P-complete.
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δ̂ : Q×Σ∗ → Q×Γ∗ be the canonical extension of δ. The partial mapping defined by T
is [[T ]] = {(u, v) ∈ Σ∗ × Γ∗ | δ̂(q0, u) ∈ F × {v}}. A proof of the following lemma can be
found in [BCR08].
Lemma 2.3. From a given SLP A and a given deterministic rational transducer T we
can compute in polynomial time an SLP for the string [[T ]](val(A)) (if it is defined).
2.1.2 CCP-Expressions
We introduce here a generalization of SLPs called CCP-expressions, which are also
known as extended composition systems. Let V and Γ be disjoint finite alphabets.
The set CCP(V,Γ) of CCP-expressions over V and Γ (CCP stands for concatenation-
cut-projection, which are the three basic string operations involved in CCP-expressions)
is inductively defined as follows:
(a) V ∪ Γ ∪ {ε} ⊆ CCP(V,Γ)
(b) If α, β ∈ CCP(V,Γ), then αβ ∈ CCP(V,Γ) (concatenation).
(c) If α ∈ CCP(V,Γ) and i, j ∈ N, then (α)[i : j] ∈ CCP(V,Γ) (cut).
(d) If α ∈ CCP(V,Γ) and ∆ ⊆ Γ, then pi∆(α) ∈ CCP(V,Γ) (projection).
The set CC(V,Γ) of CC-expressions over V and Γ is defined in the same way, but we omit
rule (d) for projection. Note that (V ∪Γ)∗ ⊆ CC(V,Γ) by (a) and (b). For α ∈ CCP(V,Γ)
we define the size |α| ∈ N inductively as follows:
• |α| = 1 for α ∈ V ∪ Γ ∪ {ε}
• |αβ| = |α|+ |β|
• |(α)[i : j]| = |α|+ dlog2(i)e + dlog2(j)e for i, j ∈ N
• |pi∆(α)| = |α|+ 1 for ∆ ⊆ Γ
A CCP-system is a tuple A = (V,Γ, rhsA, S) such that:
• V (the set of variables) and Γ (the terminal alphabet) are disjoint finite alphabets.
• rhsA (for right-hand side) is a mapping from V to CCP(V,Γ) for which there exists
a linear order ≺ on V such that for all X,Y ∈ V : If Y occurs in rhsA(X), then
Y ≺ X.
• S ∈ V (the initial variable).
We define the evaluation mapping valA : CCP(V,Γ)→ Γ
∗ for a CCP-system A inductively
as follows, where α, β ∈ CCP(V,Γ):
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• valA(ε) = ε
• valA(a) = a for a ∈ Γ
• valA(X) = valA(rhsA(X)) for X ∈ V
• valA(αβ) = valA(α)valA(β) (concatenation of words)
• valA((α)[i : j]) = (valA(α))[i : j] for i, j ∈ N
• valA(pi∆(α)) = pi∆(valA(α)) for ∆ ⊆ Γ
The property for rhsA ensures that the mapping valA is uniquely defined in this way.
Finally, let us set val(A) = valA(S). Occasionally, we will consider CCP-systems without
an initial variable. For such a system A, val(A) is not defined. If A is clear from the
context, then we will omit the index A in the notation valA and rhsA. We define the size
of A as |A| =
∑
X∈V |rhs(X)|.
Example 2.4. We consider the CCP-system A = ({A,B,C,D,E}, {a, b, c}, rhs, E) with
rhs defined as follows:
rhs(A) = ab rhs(B) = ac
rhs(C) = BA rhs(D) = pi{a,c}(C)pi{b,c}(C)
rhs(E) = D[2 : 4]
Then we have:
val(A) = ab val(B) = ac val(C) = acab
val(D) = acacb val(E) = val(A) = cac
The size of the CCP-system is the sum of the sizes of all right-hand sides:
|rhs(A)| = 2 |rhs(B)| = 2 |rhs(C)| = 2
|rhs(D)| = 4 |rhs(E)| = 1 + 1 + 2 = 4
and therefore |A| = 14.
If the mapping rhs in A is assumed to be a mapping from V to CC(V,Γ), then A is called
a CC-system. Finally, a CCP-system where rhs is a mapping from V to (V ∪Γ)∗ is again
an SLP [PR99].
A CCP-system A = (V,Γ, rhs, S) is in normal form if for all X ∈ V , rhs(X) is of one
of the following forms, where Y,Z ∈ V , i, j ∈ N and ∆ ⊆ Γ: ε, a ∈ Γ, Y Z, Y [i : j],
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or pi∆(Y ). It is straightforward to transform an arbitrary CCP-system A into a CCP-
system B in normal form such that val(A) = val(B). Note that for SLPs, this normal
form corresponds to Chomsky’s normal form.
For a CCP-system A in normal form over a terminal alphabet Γ±1 we define the
CCP-system A−1 as for SLPs inductively as follows: Let X be a nonterminal from A. If
rhsA(X) = a ∈ Γ
±1 then rhsA−1(X) = a
−1. If rhsA(X) = Y Z in A then rhsA−1(X) = ZY .
If rhsA(X) = Y [i : j] in A then rhsA−1(X) = [k− j +1 : k− i+1], where k =| valA(X) |.
If rhsA(X) = pi∆(Y ) in A for some ∆ ⊆ Γ
±1, then rhsA−1(X) = pi∆−1(Y ) in A
−1. It is
easy to see that val(A−1) = val(A)−1.
CC-systems are called composition systems in [GKPR96]. Composition systems were
also heavily used in [LS07, Sch08] in order to solve compressed word problems efficiently.
The following result was shown by Hagenah [Hag00]:
Theorem 2.5 ([Hag00]). There is a polynomial time algorithm, which transforms a
given CC-system A into an SLP B such that val(A) = val(B) (the input size is |A| as
defined above).
We need a generalization of Hagenah’s result.
Lemma 2.6. Let p be a constant. Then there exists a polynomial time algorithm for the
following problem:
INPUT: Finite alphabets Γ1, . . . ,Γp and a CCP-system A over Γ =
⋃p
i=1 Γi such that
∆ ∈ {Γ1, . . . ,Γp} for every subexpression of the form pi∆(α) that appears in a right-hand
side of A.
OUTPUT: An SLP B over Γ such that val(A) = val(B).
Proof. Let A = (VA,Γ, rhsA, S) be the given CCP-system. Since for a CC-system an
equivalent SLP can be constructed in polynomial time by Theorem 2.5, it suffices to
construct a CC-system B = (VB,Γ, rhsB, SB) equivalent to A in polynomial time. Let
C =
{ ⋂
i∈K
Γi | K ⊆ {1, . . . , p}
}
∪ {Γ}.
Note that C has constant size. Let VB = {X∆ | X ∈ VA,∆ ∈ C} be the set of variables
of B. The right-hand side mapping rhsB will be defined in such a way that val(X∆) =
pi∆(val(X)). We set SB = SΓ (recall that S is the initial variable of A).
If rhsA(X) = a ∈ Γ, then we set rhsB(X∆) = pi∆(a) ∈ {ε, a}. If rhsA(X) = Y Z, then
we set rhsB(X∆) = Y∆Z∆. If rhsA(X) = piΘ(Y ) with Θ ∈ {Γ1, . . . ,Γp}, then we set
rhsB(X∆) = Y∆∩Θ. Note that ∆ ∩Θ ∈ C.
Finally, consider the case rhsA(X) = Y [i : j]. We set rhsB(X∆) = Y∆[k : `], where
k = |pi∆(val(Y )[: i−1])|+1 and ` = |pi∆(val(Y )[: j])|. These lengths can be computed in
polynomial time as follows: Implicitly, we have already computed a CC-system, which
generates the string val(Y ). Hence, by adding a single definition, we obtain a CC-system
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for the string val(Y )[: i − 1]. Using Hagenah’s algorithm [Hag00] we can transform
this CC-system in polynomial time into an equivalent SLP. From this SLP, the length
|pi∆(val(Y )[: i− 1])| can be easily computed bottom-up (the SLP for the string val(Y )[:
i−1] is then not used anymore). The length |pi∆(val(Y )[: j])| can be computed similarly.
Since the size of C is constant, the above construction works in polynomial time.
In the proof of Lemma 2.6, it is crucial that p is a fixed constant, i.e., not part of the
input. Otherwise the construction would lead to an exponential blow-up. It is not clear
whether Lemma 2.6 remains true, when the terminal alphabet Γ is part of the input.
By Theorem 2.5 all algorithmic tasks from Lemma 2.1 can be solved in polynomial
time for CC-systems (instead of SLPs) as well, and under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6
they can be even solved for CCP-systems in polynomial time.
2.1.3 2-level CCP-systems
For our algorithms, it is useful to consider CCP-systems, which are divided into two
layers. A 2-level CCP-system is a tuple A = (Up, Lo,Γ, rhs, S) such that the following
holds:
• Up, Lo, and Γ are pairwise disjoint finite alphabets, S ∈ Up, and rhs : Up ∪ Lo →
CCP(Up ∪ Lo,Γ).
• The tuple (Up, Lo, rhsUp, S) is a CCP-system with terminal alphabet Lo.
• The tuple (Lo,Γ, rhsLo) is an SLP (without initial variable) over the terminal
alphabet Γ.
The set Up (resp. Lo) is called the set of upper level variables (lower level variables) of
A. Moreover, we set V = Up∪ Lo and call it the set of variables of A. The CCP-system
(Up, Lo, rhsUp, S) is called the upper part of A, briefly up(A), and the SLP (without
initial variable) (Lo,Γ, rhsLo) is the lower part of A, briefly, lo(A). The upper level
evaluation mapping uvalA : CCP(Up, Lo) → Lo
∗ of A is defined as uvalA = valup(A). The
evaluation mapping valA is defined by valA(X) = vallo(A)(valup(A)(X)) for X ∈ Up and
valA(X) = vallo(A)(X) for X ∈ Lo. Finally, we set val(A) = valA(S). We define the size
of A as |A| =
∑
X∈V |rhs(X)|.
Example 2.7. Let A = ({F,G,H}, {A,B,C,D,E}, {a, b, c}, rhs,H) be a two-level
CCP-system with rhs defined as follows:
rhs(A) = a rhs(B) = b rhs(C) = c
rhs(D) = AB rhs(E) = AC
rhs(F ) = EABCDEA
rhs(G) = F [2 : 6]
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rhs(H) = pi{A,C,D}(G)
Then up(A) = ({F,G,H}, {A,B,C,D,E}, rhsUp,H) with Up = {F,G,H} and lo(A) =
({A,B,C,D,E}, {a, b, c}, rhsLo) with Lo = {A,B,C,D,E}. The uvalA-values for the
upper level variables are:
uvalA(F ) = EABCDEA
uvalA(G) = ABCDE
uvalA(H) = ACD
The valA-values for all variables of A are:
valA(A) = a valA(B) = b valA(C) = c
valA(D) = ab valA(E) = ac
valA(F ) = valA(EABCDEA) = acabcabaca
valA(G) = valA(ABCDE) = abcabac
val(A) = valA(H) = valA(ACD) = acab
2.2 Traces
A big part of this thesis deals with graph groups and graph products of finitely generated
groups which we will define using traces (partially commutative words). We will also
represent elements of graph groups and graph products as (compressed) traces. Therefore
we introduce some notions from trace theory in the following, see [Die90, DR95] for more
details. An independence alphabet is an undirected graph (Σ, I) (without loops). Thus,
I is a symmetric and irreflexive relation on Σ. The set Σ may be infinite, but most
of the time, it will be finite in this paper. The trace monoid M(Σ, I) is defined as the
quotient M(Σ, I) = Σ∗/{ab = ba | (a, b) ∈ I} with concatenation as operation and
the empty word as the neutral element. This monoid is cancellative and its elements
are called traces. We denote by [w]I the trace represented by the word w ∈ Σ
∗. Let
alph([w]I ) = alph(w) and |[w]I | = |w|. The dependence alphabet associated with (Σ, I) is
(Σ,D), where D = (Σ×Σ)\I. Note that the relation D is reflexive. For a ∈ Σ let I(a) =
{b ∈ Σ | (a, b) ∈ I} be the letters that commute with a and D(a) = {b ∈ Σ | (a, b) ∈ D}
be the letters that are dependent from a. For traces u, v ∈M(Σ, I) we denote with uIv
the fact that alph(u)× alph(v) ⊆ I.
An independence clique is a subset ∆ ⊆ Σ such that (a, b) ∈ I for all a, b ∈ ∆ with
a 6= b. For a finite independence clique ∆, we write [∆]I for the trace [a1a2 · · · an]I ,
where a1, a2, . . . , an is an arbitrary enumeration of ∆.
The following lemma is one of the most fundamental facts for trace monoids, see e.g.
[DR95]:
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Lemma 2.8 (Levi’s Lemma). Let u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ M(Σ, I) such that u1u2 = v1v2. Then
there exist x, y1, y2, z ∈ M(Σ, I) such that y1Iy2 and u1 = xy1, u2 = y2z, v1 = xy2, and
v2 = y1z.
We use Levi’s Lemma to prove the following statement:
Lemma 2.9. Let a ∈ Σ. The decomposition of a trace w ∈ M(Σ, I) as w = u1u2 with
u2Ia and |u2| maximal is unique in M(Σ, I).
Proof. Let u1u2 = w = v1v2 be such that u2Ia, v2Ia and |u2| and |v2| are both maximal
(hence |u2| = |v2|). By Levi’s Lemma there are traces x, y1, y2, z such that y1Iy2 and
u1 = xy1, u2 = y2z, v1 = xy2, and v2 = y1z. From u2Ia and v2Ia we get y1Ia and y2Ia.
Maximality of |u2| = |v2| and xy1u2 = w = xy2v2 implies y1 = y2 = ε. Hence u1 = v1
and u2 = v2.
A convenient representation for traces are dependence graphs, which are node-labeled
directed acyclic graphs. For a word w ∈ Σ∗ the dependence graph Dw has vertex set
{1, . . . , |w|} where the node i is labeled with w[i]. There is an edge from vertex i to j if
and only if i < j and (w[i], w[j]) ∈ D. It is easy to see that for two words w,w′ ∈ Σ∗ we
have [w]I = [w
′]I if and only if Dw and Dw′ are isomorphic node-labelled graphs. Hence,
we can speak of the dependence graph of a trace.
Example 2.10. We consider the following independence alphabet (Σ, I):
c a
e d b
Then the corresponding dependence alphabet is:
a e
b c d
We consider the words u = aeadbacdd and v = eaabdcaeb. Then the dependence graphs
Du of u and Dv of v look as follows, where we label the vertices i with the letter u[i]
(resp. v[i]):
Du
a
e
d
a
b a
c d d
Dv
a
e
d
a
b a
c
b
e
Note that we only show Hasse diagrams and hence omit for instance the edge from the
first d to the last d in Du.
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Let Ew be the edge relation for the dependence graph Dw for a trace w. A subset
V ⊆ {1, . . . , |w|} is called downward-closed, if (i, j) ∈ Ew and j ∈ V implies i ∈ V . A
subset V ⊆ {1, . . . , |w|} is called convex, if (i, j), (j, k) ∈ E∗w and i, k ∈ V implies j ∈ V .
2.2.1 The Prefix and Suffix Order on Traces.
Let u, v ∈M(Σ, I). Then u is a prefix (resp. suffix) of v if there exists some w ∈M(Σ, I)
such that uw = v (resp. wu = v) in M(Σ, I), for short u p v (resp. u s v). Prefixes
of a trace u exactly correspond to downward-closed subsets of the dependence graph of
u. The prefix infimum (resp. suffix infimum) u up v (resp. u us v) is the largest trace w
w.r.t. p (resp. s) such that w p u and w p v (resp. w s u and w s v); it always
exists [CMZ93]. With the prefix difference (resp. suffix difference) u \p v (resp. u \s v)
we denote the unique trace w such that u = (uup v)w (resp. u = w(uus v)); uniqueness
follows from the fact that M(Σ, I) is cancellative. Note that u \p v = u \p (u up v) and
u \s v = u \s (u us v). For u ∈ M(Σ, I), we denote with min(u) ⊆ Σ (resp. max(u) ⊆ Σ
the set of all symbols a ∈ Σ such that a p u (resp. a s u). Clearly, min(u) and max(u)
are finite independence cliques and [min(u)]I p u and [max(u)]I s u. Occasionally, we
will identify the traces [min(u)]I and [max(u)]I with the independence cliques min(u)
and max(u), respectively.
Example 2.11. We continue Example 2.10 above. We have u up v = [aeadbac]I =: w
and its dependence graph is:
Dw
a
e
d
a
b a
c
Furthermore we have min(w) = {a, d, e} and max(w) = {a, c}.
In contrast to the prefix infimum and the suffix infimum, the prefix supremum and the
suffix supremum of two traces do not always exist. If it exists, the prefix supremum
(resp. suffix supremum) of two traces u, v ∈ M(Σ, I) is the smallest trace w w.r.t. p
(resp. s) such that u p w and v p w (resp. u s w and v s w); it is denoted by
u unionsqp v (resp. u unionsqs v).
We show in the following some simple facts for traces. The Lemmas 2.12, 2.14, and
2.15 also hold for suffixes and suffix suprema. The next result can be found in [CMZ93]:
Lemma 2.12 ([CMZ93]). The trace u unionsqp v exists if and only if (u \p v) I (v \p u), in
which case we have u unionsqp v = (u up v) (u \p v) (v \p u) (which is u(v \p u) = v(u \p v)).
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Example 2.13. We continue Example 2.11 above. Since u\p v = dd and v \p u = eb we
have (u \p v)I(v \p u) and hence the supremum s = u unionsqp v = [aeadbacddeb]I is defined.
The dependence graph for s is:
Ds
a
e
d
a
b a
c
b
e
d d
We can define the supremum of several traces u1, . . . , ur analogously by induction: u1unionsqp
· · · unionsqp ur = (u1 unionsqp · · · unionsqp ur−1)unionsqp ur. We mention a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of the supremum of several traces that follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 2.14. Let u1, . . . , ur ∈ M(Σ, I). If u = u1 unionsqp · · · unionsqp ur−1 exists then the prefix
supremum s = u1 unionsqp · · · unionsqp ur exists if and only if (u \p ur) I (ur \p u). In this case
s = u (ur \p u).
We need the following lemma from [LWZ90]:
Lemma 2.15. For u, v ∈ M(Σ, I) we have u p v if and only if the word pi{a,b}(u) is a
prefix of the word pi{a,b}(v) for all (a, b) ∈ D.
2.2.2 Simple Facts for Compressed Traces.
The following four lemmas state that several operations can be performed in polynomial
time on traces, which are represented by SLPs.
Lemma 2.16. The following problem can be decided in polynomial time:
INPUT: A finite independence alphabet (Σ, I) and SLPs A and B over Σ.
QUESTION: Does [val(A)]I p [val(B)]I hold?
Proof. From A and B we can compute in polynomial time for all (a, b) ∈ D SLPs Aa,b
and Ba,b with val(Aa,b) = pi{a,b}(val(A)) and val(Ba,b) = pi{a,b}(val(B)). By Lemma 2.15,
we have to check for all (a, b) ∈ D, whether the word pi{a,b}(val(A)) is a prefix of the
word pi{a,b}(val(B)). But this can be easily reduced to an equivalence check: Compute
`a,b = |val(Aa,b)| (using Lemma 2.1(1)) and an SLP Ca,b with val(Ca,b) = val(Ba,b)[: `a,b]
(using Lemma 2.1(3)). Finally check whether val(Ca,b) = val(Aa,b) for all (a, b) ∈ D
using e.g. Plandowski’s algorithm [Pla94].
An analogous statement can be shown for s.
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Lemma 2.17. The following problem can be decided in polynomial time:
INPUT: A finite independence alphabet (Σ, I) and SLPs A and B over Σ.
QUESTION: Does [val(A)]I = [val(B)]I hold?
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 2.16, since [val(A)]I = [val(B)]I if and only if
[val(A)]I p [val(B)]I and [val(B)]I p [val(A)]I .
Lemma 2.18. There is a polynomial time algorithm for the following problem:
INPUT: A finite independence alphabet (Σ, I) and an SLP A with terminal alphabet Σ.
OUTPUT: max([val(A)]I) and min([val(A)]I)
Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume that A is in Chomsky normal form. We show how
to compute max([val(A)]I). First we compute alph(val(A)) in polynomial time using
Lemma 2.1(2). For a ∈ alph(val(A)) let ka ∈ {1, . . . , |val(A)|} maximal such that
val(A)[ka] = a. This number can be computed in polynomial time by the following
recursion:
For a nonterminal X with rhsA(X) = b with b ∈ Σ we set ka(X) = 1 if b = a and
ka(X) = 0 otherwise. For a nonterminal X with rhsA(X) = Y Z we set:
ka(X) =

0 if a 6∈ alph(valA(X))
ka(Y ) if a 6∈ alph(valA(Z))
|valA(Y )|+ ka(Z) else.
We set ka = ka(S) where S is the initial nonterminal of A. Then a ∈ max([val(A)]I) if
and only if a I alph(val(A)[ka+1 :]). This property can be checked in polynomial time by
first computing (using Lemma 2.1(3)) an SLP B for val(A)[ka +1 :] and then computing
alph(val(B)) (using Lemma 2.1(2)). Repeating this procedure for all a ∈ alph(val(A)) we
get the set max([val(A)]I). The set min([val(A)]I) can be determined similarly.
Lemma 2.19. There is a polynomial time algorithm for the following problem:
INPUT: A finite independence alphabet (Σ, I) and an SLP A with terminal alphabet Σ.
OUTPUT: CC-expressions α, β with [valA(α)]I = [val(A)]I \s max([val(A)]I) and
[valA(β)]I = [val(A)]I \p min([val(A)]I)
Moreover, |α| (resp. |β|) can be bounded by O(|min([val(A)]I)| · log2(|val(A)|)) (resp.
O(|max([val(A)]I)| · log2(|val(A)|))).
Proof. We show how to compute the expression α in polynomial time. By Lemma 2.18
we can find the set max([val(A)]I) in polynomial time. Let ka ∈ {1, . . . , |val(A)|} be
maximal such that val(A)[ka] = a for a ∈ max([val(A)]I) and {k1, . . . , km} = {ka |
a ∈ max([val(A)]I)} with k1 < k2 < · · · < km. These numbers can be computed in
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polynomial time as well, see the proof of Lemma 2.18. Let S be the initial variable of
A. We set
α = S[: k1 − 1]S[k1 + 1 : k2 − 1] · · · S[km−1 + 1 : km − 1]S[km + 1 :].
Then [valA(α)]I = [val(A)]I \s max([val(A)]I). Since the positions k1, . . . , km are rep-
resented in binary, each of them needs O(log2(|val(A)|)) many bits. Hence |α| can
be bounded by O(m · log2(|val(A)|)). Since m = |max([val(A)]I)| we have |α| ≤
O(|max([val(A)]I)| · log2(|val(A)|)). Similarly we can compute the expression β.
2.2.3 Trace Rewriting Systems.
A trace rewriting system R over M(Σ, I) is just a finite subset of M(Σ, I) × M(Σ, I)
[Die90]. We define the one-step rewrite relation →R ⊆ M(Σ, I) ×M(Σ, I) by: u →R v
if and only if there are x, y ∈ M(Σ, I) and (`, r) ∈ R such that u = x`y and v = xry.
With
∗
−→R we denote the reflexive transitive closure of →R. The notion of a confluent
and terminating trace rewriting system is defined as for other types of rewriting systems
[BO93]: A trace rewriting system R is called confluent if for all u, v, v′ ∈ M(Σ, I) with
u
∗
−→R v and u
∗
−→R v
′ there exists a trace w with v
∗
−→R w and v
′ ∗−→R w. It is called
terminating if there does not exist an infinite chain u0 →R u1 →R u2 · · · . A trace u
is R-irreducible if no trace v with u →R v exists. The set of all R-irreducible traces is
denoted with IRR(R). If R is terminating and confluent, then for every trace u, there
exists a unique normal form NFR(u) ∈ IRR(R) such that u
∗
−→R NFR(u).
2.3 Groups and Automorphism Groups
We will look at groups from the perspective of combinatorial group theory. That is,
groups are represented in terms of generators and relators. From this perspective an
element of a group can be represented by a word over the set of generators (and its
inverses). For background in combinatorial group theory see [LS77]. The free group
F(Σ) generated by Σ can be defined as the quotient monoid
F(Σ) = Σ±1
∗
/{aa−1 = ε | a ∈ Σ±1}.
A group presentation is a pair (Σ, R), where Σ is an alphabet of symbols and R is a set of
relations of the form u = v, where u, v ∈ Σ±1
∗
. The group defined by this presentation
is denoted by 〈Σ | R〉. It is defined as the quotient F(Σ)/N(R), where N(R) is the
smallest normal subgroup of the free group F(Σ) that contains all elements uv−1 with
(u = v) ∈ R. In particular F(Σ) = 〈Σ | ∅〉. Of course, one can assume that all relations
are of the form r = 1. In fact, usually the set of relations is given by a set of relators
R ⊆ Σ±1
+
, which corresponds to the set {r = 1 | r ∈ R} of relations.
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Example 2.20. We will consider the group H = Z × F(b, c), where Z denotes the set
of integers. We can present H as 〈a, b, c | ab = ba, ac = ca〉: Let w be a word over
the monoid generators a, a−1, b, b−1, c and c−1. Since a commutes with b and c in H
(and hence a and a−1 commute with b, b−1, c and c−1) we can move all occurrences of
a and a−1 in w to the front without altering the represented group element. This way
we get a substring an with n ∈ Z which gives rise to the Z-part of H. In the remaining
subword over {b, c}±1 only substrings of the form xx−1 can be added or removed for
x ∈ {b, b−1, c, c−1} without altering the word since no relations including b and c exist
in H. Hence, this remaining subword gives rise to the F(b, c)-part of H.
2.3.1 Tietze Transformations
Given a presentation of the group it is possible to transform the group into an isomorphic
group by changing generators and relators in a specific way. The following transforma-
tions on group presentations (in either direction) are known as Tietze transformations:
(Σ, R)↔ (Σ, R ∪ {u = v}) if uv−1 ∈ N(R)
This means that we can add a relation u = v to R without altering the group, if this
relation is already true in the group (Σ, R). For the converse direction note that it is
possible to remove a relation u = v without altering the group if u = v is included in
the normal closure of the remaining relations.
(Σ, R)↔ (Σ ∪ {a}, R ∪ {a = w}) if a 6∈ Σ±1, w ∈ Σ±1
∗
If a new generator a is added to Σ and a is set to be equal to some word w over the
original Σ±1, this doesn’t change the group. The new generator a can be imagined as an
abbreviation for w. Similarly we can remove a generator a from Σ if it appears in only
one relation a = w with a 6∈ alph(w)±1. Then we have to remove the relator a = w as
well. This doesn’t change the group, roughly speaking since no structural information
is stored in the relation a = w.
If (Σ′, R′) can be obtained by a sequence of Tietze transformations from (Σ, R), then
〈Σ | R〉 ' 〈Σ′ | R′〉 [LS77].
Example 2.21. We consider the group
〈a, b, c, x | ab = x, ac = ca, ba = ab, acab = cxa〉.
Since ba = ba, ac = ca and ab = x appear as relations in the group presentations it follows
that acab = caba = cxa and hence (acab)(cxa)−1 ∈ N({ab = x, ab = ba, ac = ca}) so we
can apply the first Tietze transformation to get the isomorphic group
〈a, b, c, x | ab = x, ac = ca, ba = ab〉.
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Since x only appears in the relation ab = x and x 6∈ alph(ab) we can eliminate x from
the set of generators and ab = x from the set of relation to get the isomorphic group
〈a, b, c | ac = ca, ba = ab〉
from Example 2.20.
2.3.2 Graph Groups
Let us fix the independence alphabet (Σ, I) for this subsection. The graph group G(Σ, I)
is defined as the quotient group
G(Σ, I) = F (Σ)/{ab = ba | (a, b) ∈ I}.
Graph groups generalize free groups and free Abelian groups. They are also known as
right-angled Artin groups and free partially commutative groups. We can also define
graph groups using trace rewriting systems: From (Σ, I) we derive the independence
alphabet
(Σ±1, {(aε1 , bε2) | (a, b) ∈ I, ε1, ε2 ∈ {−1, 1}}).
Abusing notation, we denote the independence relation of this alphabet again with I.
We consider the trace monoid M(Σ±1, I). For a trace u = [a1 · · · an]I ∈ M(Σ
±1, I) we
denote with u−1 the trace u−1 = [a−1n · · · a
−1
1 ]I . It is easy to see that this definition is
independent of the chosen representative a1 · · · an of the trace u. It follows that we have
[val(A)]−1I = [val(A
−1)]I for a CCP-system A in normal form. Let us fix for the rest of
this subsection the trace rewriting system
R = {([aa−1]I , [ε]I) | a ∈ Σ
±1}
over the trace monoid M(Σ±1, I). Since R is length-reducing, R is terminating. By
[Die90, Wra88], R is also confluent. Note that (a, b) ∈ I implies a−1b = ba−1 in G(Σ, I).
Thus, the graph group G(Σ, I) can be defined alternatively as the quotient
G(Σ, I) =M(Σ±1, I)/{aa−1 = ε | a ∈ Σ±1}.
Hence, for traces u, v ∈ M(Σ±1, I) we have u = v in G(Σ, I) if and only if NFR(u) =
NFR(v). Using this fact, it was shown in [Die90, Wra88] that the word problem for
G(Σ, I) can be solved in linear time (on the RAM model).
2.3.3 Graph Products
The free product of two groups G1 and G2 is denoted by G1 ∗ G2. If Gi = 〈Σi | Ri〉 for
i ∈ {1, 2} with Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅, then
G1 ∗G2 = 〈Σ1 ∪ Σ2 | R1 ∪R2〉.
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The direct product of G1 and G2 is the group
G1 ×G2 = 〈Σ1 ∪ Σ2 | R1 ∪R2 ∪ {ab = ba | a ∈ Σ1, b ∈ Σ2}.
Let us fix for this subsection a finite independence alphabet (W,E) withW = {1, . . . , n}
and finitely generated groups Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let 1Gi be the identity element of
Gi. We define Σ =
⋃n
i=1Σ
±1
i . We define the graph product of G1, . . . ,Gn with respect
to (W,E) to be the group
G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) = 〈Σ |
⋃
i∈W
Ri ∪ {ab = ba|a ∈ Σi, b ∈ Σj and (i, j) ∈ E}〉.
The groupsG1, . . . ,Gn are called vertex groups. We will fixG(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) for the rest
of this subsection and denote it withG. If Gi is finitely generated by Σi, where Σi∩Σj = ∅
for i 6= j, then G is finitely generated by
⋃
i∈W Σi. If E = ∅, then G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) is the
free product G1 ∗G2 ∗ · · · ∗Gn and if (W,E) is a complete graph, then G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W )
is the direct product
∏n
i=1Gi. In this sense, the graph product construction generalizes
free and direct products. Furthermore choosing the vertex groups Gi (i ∈ W ) to be
copies of Z it follows that G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) is isomorphic to the graph group G(W,E).
Hence, Graph products of groups generalize graph groups.
As for graph groups we can define graph products of finitely generated groups alter-
natively using trace rewriting systems. For pairwise disjoint nonempty sets C1, . . . , Cn
we define the independence relation
E[C1, . . . , Cn] =
⋃
(i,j)∈E
Ci × Cj (2.1)
on the alphabet
⋃n
i=1Ci. Every independence clique of (
⋃n
i=1 Ci, E[C1, . . . , Cn]) has size
at most n. We define a (possibly infinite) independence alphabet as in [DL08, KL06]:
Let
Ai = Gi \ {1Gi} and A =
n⋃
i=1
Ai.
We assume w.l.o.g. that A1, . . . , An are pairwise disjoint. We fix the independence
relation
I = E[A1, . . . , An]
on A for the rest of this subsection. The independence alphabet (A, I) is the only
independence alphabet we consider, which may be infinite. On M(A, I) we define the
trace rewriting system
R =
n⋃
i=1
(
{([aa−1]I , [ε]I) | a ∈ Ai} ∪ {([ab]I , [c]I ) | a, b, c ∈ Ai, ab = c in Gi}
)
. (2.2)
The following lemma was shown in [KL06]:
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Lemma 2.22. The trace rewriting system R is confluent.
Since R is length-reducing, it is also terminating and defines a unique normal form
NFR(s) for s ∈M(A, I). As above we denote the set of R-irreducible traces with IRR(R).
Now we can define the graph product G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) of G1, . . . ,Gn with respect to
(W,E) to be the quotient monoid
G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) =M(A, I)/R.
It is easy to see that this is the same group as G defined above. The following lemma
is important for solving the word problem in G and illustrates the connection between
IRR(R) and G:
Lemma 2.23. Let u, v ∈ A∗. Then u = v in G if and only if NFR([u]I) = NFR([v]I).
In particular we have u = 1 in G if and only if NFR([u]I) = ε.
Proof. The if-direction is trivial. Let on the other hand u, v ∈ A∗ and suppose that
u = v in G. By definition this is the case if and only if [u]I and [v]I represent the same
element from M(A, I)/R and are hence congruent. Since R produces a normal form for
elements from the same congruence class, this implies that NFR([u]I) = NFR([v]I).
For the normal form of the product of two R-irreducible traces we have the following
lemma, which was also shown in [DL08] using a different notation.
Lemma 2.24. Let u, v ∈ M(A, I) be R-irreducible. Let x = u \s v
−1, y = t \p u
−1,
p = x \s max(x) and r = y \p min(y). Then NFR(uv) = pNFR(max(x)min(y)) r.
Note that in Lemma 2.24 |max(x)| as well as |min(y)| are bounded by n = |W |.
Hence, there are at most n rewrite step in the derivation of NFR(max(x)min(y)) from
max(x)min(y).
Proof. Let u, v, x, y, p, and r be as above and q = NFR(max(x)min(y)). We show that
uv
∗
−→R pqr and that pqr is R-irreducible.
First we set w = u us v
−1 and w′ = v up u
−1. Clearly we have w′ = w−1 and
hence uv = xww−1y
∗
−→R xy. Furthermore we have xy = pmax(x)min(y)r
∗
−→R
pNFR(max(x)min(y)) r = pqr.
Now consider the trace pqr. Clearly p, q and r are all R-irreducible. Assume that
p q is not R-reduced. Then p = p′s and q = s′q′ for some s, s′ ∈ Ai with i ∈ W . If
max(x) ∩Ai = ∅ this is a contradiction to the definition of max(x). If on the other side
max(x) ∩ Ai 6= ∅ we have x = p
′smax(x) which is a contradiction to the fact that x
is R-reduced. Similarly it can be seen that qr is R-reduced. It remains to show that
no s, s′ ∈ Ai exist such that Ai I q and p = p
′s and r = s′r′. Assume the contrary. If
s−1 = s′ in Ai then this is a contradiction to the definition of x and y. Otherwise it is a
contradiction to the definition of max(x) and min(y).
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2.3.4 HNN-extensions
Let us fix throughout this subsection a base group H = 〈Σ | R〉. Let us also fix isomorphic
subgroups Ai, Bi ≤ H (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and isomorphisms ϕi : Ai → Bi. Let h : Σ
±1∗ → H be
the canonical morphism, which maps a word w ∈ Σ±1
∗
to the element of H it represents.
We define the multiple HNN-extension as
G = 〈Σ ∪ {t1, . . . , tn} | R ∪ {a
ti = ϕi(a) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ Ai}〉. (2.3)
It is known that the base group H naturally embeds into G [HNN49]. We will be only
concerned with the case that all groups A1, . . . , An are finite and that Σ is finite. In this
situation, we may assume that
⋃n
i=1(Ai∪Bi) ⊆ Σ. We say that Ai and Bi are associated
subgroups in the HNN-extension G. For the following, the notations Ai(+1) = Ai and
Ai(−1) = Bi are useful. Note that ϕ
ε
i : Ai(ε)→ Ai(−ε) for ε ∈ {+1,−1}.
We say that a word w ∈ (Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n })
∗ is reduced if w does not
contain a factor of the form t−εi ut
ε
i for ε ∈ {1,−1}, u ∈ Σ
±1∗ and h(u) ∈ Ai(ε).
With Red(H,ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) we denote the set of all reduced words. For a word w ∈
(Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n })
∗ let us denote with pit(w) the projection of w to the al-
phabet {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n }. The following lemma provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for equality of reduced strings in an HNN-extension [LS08], it is an immediate
consequence of [LS77, Theorem 2.1, p.182]:
Lemma 2.25. Let u = u0t
ε1
i1
u1 · · · t
ε`
i`
u` and v = v0t
ζ1
j1
v1 · · · t
ζm
jm
vm be reduced words with
u0, . . . , u`, v0, . . . , vm ∈ Σ
±1∗, ε1, . . . , ε`, ζ1, . . . , ζm ∈ {1,−1}, and i1, . . . , i`, j1, . . . , jm ∈
{1, . . . , n}. Then u = v in the HNN-extension G from (2.3) if and only if the following
hold:
• pit(u) = pit(v) (i.e., ` = m, ik = jk, and εk = ζk for 1 ≤ k ≤ `)
• there exist c1, . . . , c2` ∈
⋃n
k=1(Ak ∪Bk) such that:
– ukc2k+1 = c2kvk in H for 0 ≤ k ≤ ` (here we set c0 = c2`+1 = 1)
– c2k−1 ∈ Aik(εk) and c2k = ϕ
εk
ik
(c2k−1) ∈ Aik(−εk) for 1 ≤ k ≤ `.
The second condition of the lemma can be visualized by a diagram of the following form
(also called a Van Kampen diagram, see [LS77] for more details), where ` = m = 4.
Light-shaded (resp. dark-shaded) faces represent relations in H (resp. relations of the
form ctεi = t
ε
iϕ
ε
i (c) with c ∈ Ai(ε)).
(†)
u0
tε1i1
u1
tε2i2 u2 t
ε3
i3 u3 tε4i4
u4
v0
tε1i1 v1 tε2i2
v2 tε3i3
v3 t
ε4
i4
v4
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8
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u0
tε1i1
u1
· · ·
u`−d
t
ε`−d+1
i`−d+1
· ·
·
tε`i`
u` v0
tζ1j1
· · ·
tζdjd
vd
· · ·
vm−1
tζmjm
vm
c(u, v)
Figure 2.1: A diagram illustrating Lemma 2.26.
The elements c1, . . . , c2` in such a diagram are also called connecting elements.
When solving the compressed word problem for HNN-extensions we will make use of
the following simple lemma, which allows us to transform an arbitrary string over the
generating set of an HNN-extension into a reduced one.
Lemma 2.26. Assume that u = u0t
ε1
i1
u1 · · · t
ε`
i`
u` and v = v0t
ζ1
j1
v1 · · · t
ζm
jm
vm are reduced
strings. Let d(u, v) be the largest number d ≥ 0 such that
(a) Ai`−d+1(ε`−d+1) = Ajd(−ζd) (we set Ai`+1(ε`+1) = Aj0(−ζ0) = 1) and
(b) ∃c ∈ Ajd(−ζd) : t
ε`−d+1
i`−d+1
u`−d+1 · · · t
ε`
i`
u` v0 t
ζ1
j1
· · · vd−1 t
ζd
jd
= c in the group G from
(2.3) (note that this condition is satisfied for d = 0).
Moreover, let c(u, v) ∈ Ajd(−ζd) be the element c in (b) (for d = d(u, v)). Then
u0t
ε1
i1
u1 · · · t
ε`−d(u,v)
i`−d(u,v)
(u`−d(u,v) c(u, v) vd(u,v))t
ζd(u,v)+1
jd(u,v)+1
vd(u,v)+1 · · · t
ζm
jm
vm (2.4)
is a reduced string equal to uv in G.
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Proof. It is easy to see that (2.4) is equal to uv in G by doing in uv the replacement
from (b).
For the irreducibility note that d = d(u, v) was chosen maximal with the property
Ai`−d+1(ε`−d+1) = Ajd(−ζd). It follows that t
ε`−d
i`−d
6= t
−ζd+1
jd+1
. Since ti doesn’t commute
with tj in G for i 6= j and u and v are already reduced it follows that (2.4) is a reduced
string.
The above lemma can be visualized by the diagram in Figure 2.1.
2.3.5 Automorphism Groups
The automorphism group Aut(G) of a group G is the set of all bijective homomorphisms
from G to itself with composition as operation and the identity mapping as the neutral
element. For two elements x, y ∈ G we denote with xy = y−1xy the conjugation of x
by y. An automorphism ϕ is called inner if there is a group element x ∈ G such that
ϕ(y) = xyx−1 for all y ∈ G. Inner Automorphisms are also called conjugations. The
set of all inner automorphisms for a group G forms the inner automorphism group of
G denoted by Inn(G). This is easily seen to be a normal subgroup of Aut(G) and the
quotient group Out(G) = Aut(G)/Inn(G) is called the outer automorphism group of G.
We are mainly interested in automorphism groups of graph groups and graph products
of finitely generated groups. Building on results from [Ser89], Laurence has shown in
[Lau95] that automorphism groups of graph groups are finitely generated. Recently, Day
[Day09] proved that automorphism groups of graph groups are in fact finitely presented.
Structural results on automorphism groups of graph groups can be found in [CCV07,
CV09]; for a survey see [Cha07].
Unfortunately it is not clear, whether the automorphism group of a graph product of
finitely generated groups with finitely generated automorphism groups is itself finitely
generated 2. Generalizing the main result from [Lau95], it was shown in [CG09] that the
automorphism group of a graph product of finitely generated Abelian groups is finitely
generated. In particular, the automorphism group of a right-angled Coxeter group is
finitely generated.
2.4 Polynomial Time Turing-reductions
For a thorough introduction into complexity theory see [Pap94, AB09]. For two compu-
tational problems A and B, we write A ≤PT B if A is polynomial time Turing-reducible
to B. This means that A can be decided by a deterministic polynomial time Turing-
machine that uses B as an oracle. Clearly, ≤PT is transitive, and A ≤
P
T B ∈ P implies
2We conjecture that using the methods from [Lau95] one can indeed show that the automorphism group
of a graph product of finitely generated groups with finitely generated automorphism groups is itself
finitely generated.
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A ∈ P. More generally, if A,B1, . . . , Bn are computational problems, then we write
A ≤PT {B1, . . . , Bn} if A ≤
P
T
⋃n
i=1({i} × Bi) (the set
⋃n
i=1({i} × Bi) is basically the
disjoint union of the Bi with every element from Bi marked by i).
2.5 Decision Problems for Groups
2.5.1 The Word Problem
The word problem for G is certainly the most important algorithmic problem for the
group G. Let G be a finitely generated group and let Σ be a finite group generating set
for G. Hence, Σ±1 = Σ ∪ Σ−1 is a finite monoid generating set for G and there exists a
canonical monoid homomorphism h : Σ±1
∗
→ G, which maps a word w ∈ Σ±1
∗
to the
group element represented by w. For u, v ∈ Σ±1
∗
we will also say that u = v in G or
alternatively u =G v in case h(u) = h(v). The word problem for G with respect to Σ is
the following decision problem:
INPUT: A word w ∈ Σ±1
∗
.
QUESTION: w = 1 in G?
It is a simple observation that if Σ is another finite generating set for G, then the word
problem for G with respect to Σ is logspace many-one reducible to the word problem for
G with respect to Σ. Hence, modulo logspace reducibility, the computational complexity
of the word problem does not depend on the chosen generating set and is a property of
the group G. Hence, we can speak of the word problem WP(G) for the group G.
2.5.2 (Outer) Automorphism Groups
In general the (outer) automorphism group of a finitely generated group is not finitely
generated. Let Ψ be a finite subset of Aut(G) and consider the finitely generated sub-
group 〈Ψ〉 ≤ Aut(G). LetH ≤ Out(G) be the image of 〈Ψ〉 under the canonical morphism
from Aut(G) to Out(G). Then the word problem for the outer automorphism group can
be viewed as the following decision problem:
INPUT: A word w ∈ Ψ∗.
QUESTION: Does w = 1 in Out(G)?
Since an automorphism belongs to the same coset (with respect to Inn(G)) as the identity
if and only if it is inner, we can rephrase the word problem for Out(G) as follows:
INPUT: A word w ∈ Ψ∗.
QUESTION: Does w represent an element of Inn(G) in Aut(G)?
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2.5.3 The Compressed Word Problem
The compressed word problem for G with respect to Σ is a variant of the word problem,
where the input word is given succinctly by an SLP. It is the following decision problem:
INPUT: An SLP A over the terminal alphabet Σ±1.
QUESTION: Does val(A) = 1 hold in G?
Here, the input size is |A|. As for the ordinary word problem, it is easy to see that for the
compressed word problem the complexity does not depend on the chosen generating set
(modulo logspace reducibility), which allows to speak of the compressed word problem
for the group G. The compressed word problem for G is also denoted by CWP(G). The
following fact is trivial:
Proposition 2.27. Assume that H is a finitely generated subgroup of the finitely gener-
ated group G. Then CWP(H) ≤logm CWP(G).
It is clear that for a finite group G, CWP(G) can be solved in polynomial time. In
[Loh06], it was shown that the compressed word problem for a finitely generated free
group can be solved in polynomial time. This result was generalized to graph groups
(see Section 2.3.2 for the definition) in [LS07]. The following theorem collects some
preservation results for the complexity of the compressed word problem (statement (1)
and (3) are trivial):
Theorem 2.28. The following hold for all finitely generated groups G and H:
(1) If H ≤ G, then CWP(H) ≤logm CWP(G).
(2) If G ≤ H and the index [H : G] is finite, then CWP(H) ≤PT CWP(G) [LS07].
(3) CWP(G ×H) ≤logm {CWP(G),CWP(H)}
(4) CWP(G1 ∗G2) ≤PT {CWP(G1),CWP(G2)} [LS07].
(5) If A is a finite subgroup of both G and H, then CWP(G ∗A H) ≤
P
T
{CWP(G),CWP(H)} [HL09] (here, G ∗A H is the amalgamated free product of G
and H along A).
(6) The compressed word problem for a finitely generated fully residually free group can
be decided in polynomial time [Mac10].
We are mainly interested in the compressed word problem for a group because of the
following application for the word problem for automorphism groups, which was first
shown by Schleimer in [Sch08].
Proposition 2.29 (cf [Sch08]). Let G be a finitely generated group and let H be a finitely
generated subgroup of Aut(G). Then WP(H) ≤logm CWP(G).
The proof of Proposition 2.29 uses Lemma 2.2.
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2.5.4 Compressed Conjugacy Problems
In order to solve the word problem for a finitely generated subgroup of Out(G), we have
to deal with compressed conjugacy problems in G. Recall that two elements g and h of
a group G are conjugated if and only if there exists x ∈ G such that g = xhx−1. The
classical conjugacy problem for G asks, whether two given elements of G are conjugated.
We will consider a compressed variant of this problem in G, which we call the compressed
conjugacy problem for G, CCP(G) 3 for short:
INPUT: SLPs A and B over the terminal alphabet Σ±1.
QUESTION: Are val(A) and val(B) conjugated in G?
In order to solve the word problem for finitely generated subgroups of Out(G) we need
an extension of CCP(G) to several pairs of input SLPs. Let us call this problem the
simultaneous compressed conjugacy problem for G:
INPUT: SLPs A1,B1, . . . ,An,Bn over the terminal alphabet Σ
±1.
QUESTION: Does there exist x ∈ (Σ±1)
∗
such that val(Ai) = x val(Bi)x
−1 in G for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}?
The simultaneous (non-compressed) conjugacy problem also appears in connection with
group-based cryptography [MSU08]. Unfortunately, we do not know, whether the simul-
taneous compressed conjugacy problem for graph groups (and hence for graph products
of finitely generated groups) can be solved in polynomial time. But, in order to deal
with the word problem for finitely generated subgroups of Out(G), a restriction of this
problem suffices, where the SLPs B1, . . . ,Bn from the simultaneous compressed conju-
gacy problem produce generators of the group G. Let B ⊆ G be a fixed finite non-empty
set. The restricted simultaneous compressed conjugacy problem for G and B, briefly
RSCCP(G, B), is the following computational problem:
INPUT: SLPs Aa (a ∈ B) over the terminal alphabet Σ
±1.
QUESTION: Does there exist x ∈ (Σ±1)
∗
with val(Aa) = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B?
An x such that val(Aa) = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B is called a solution of the RSCCP(G, B)
instance. Note that the restricted simultaneous compressed conjugacy problem depends
on the chosen set B. In our application for Out(G), B will be an arbitrary finite generat-
ing set for G. The authors cannot disprove that that there exist two different generating
sets B1 and B2 for G such that RSCCP(G, B1) is decidable while RSCCP(G, B2) is un-
decidable.
The following proposition illustrates the connection between RSCCP(G,Σ) and the
word problem of Out(G), where Σ is a finite generating set of G:
3Note that we use the abbreviation CCP for the compressed conjugacy problem as well as for CCP-
expressions. We hope that the actual meaning will always be clear from the context.
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Proposition 2.30. Let G be a finitely generated group and let H be a finitely generated
subgroup of Out(G). Then for every finite generating set Σ of G we have WP(H) ≤logm
RSCCP(G,Σ).
Proof. Let Σ be a finite generating set for G and let Ψ be a finite subset of Aut(G) such
that the corresponding cosets (with respect to Inn(G)) generate H as a monoid. Let
ψ = ψ1 · · ·ψn with ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ Ψ be the input for the word problem for H. We have
to check, whether the automorphism ψ is inner. Using Lemma 2.2 we can compute in
polynomial time SLPs Aa (a ∈ Σ) over Σ±1 with val(Aa) = ψ(a) in G for all a ∈ Σ. The
automorphism ψ is inner if and only if there exists x ∈ G such that val(Aa) = xax
−1 in
G for all a ∈ Σ. This is an instance of RSCCP(G,Σ).
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Compressed Word Problems
In this section we show some results for the complexity of the compressed word problem.
First we consider graph products (Section 3.1), HNN-extensions (Section 3.2) and amal-
gamated products (Section 3.3) of finitely generated groups and show that these group
extensions preserve the complexity of the compressed word problem for the vertex groups
(graph products) and base groups (HNN-extensions and amalgamated products) under
polynomial time Turing-reductions. Furthermore we consider nilpotent groups and show
that the compressed word problem for nilpotent groups can be decided in polynomial
time (Section 3.4).
3.1 Graph Products
Let us fix the finite independence alphabet (W,E) with W = {1, . . . , n} and finitely
generated groups Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} for the rest of this section. Let G denote the
graph product G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) for the rest of this section. We combine methods used
in [LS07] and [DL08] to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. [HLM11] Let (W,E) be a finite undirected graph and Gi finitely generated
groups for i ∈W . Then CWP(G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W )) is polynomial time Turing-reducible to
{CWP(Gi) | i ∈W}.
Let Σi be a finite generating set for Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. W.l.o.g. we can assume
that Σi does not contain the identity element and that Σi ∩Σj = ∅ for i 6= j. We define
Σ =
⋃n
i=1Σi. Moreover, let Ai, A, I, andR have the same meaning as in Subsection 2.3.3.
Note that Σi ⊆ Ai for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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3.1.1 Well-formed 2-level CCP-systems
For the following discussion, let us fix a 2-level CCP-system
B = (Up, Lo,Σ±1, rhs, S)
over the terminal alphabet Σ±1 (the monoid generating set of our graph product G).
We introduce several properties for B.
Definition 3.2 (pure). B is pure if for every X ∈ Lo there exists i ∈ W such that
val(X) ∈ (Σ±1i )
+
and val(X) 6= 1 in Gi (hence val(X) represents a group element from
the set A).
For the following notations, assume that B is pure. Then, we can define the mapping
typeB : Lo→ W by typeB(X) = i if val(X) ∈ (Σ
±1
i )
+
. For i ∈W let
Lo(i) = {X ∈ Lo | typeB(X) = i}.
Then the sets Lo(1), . . . , Lo(n) form a partition of Lo. Moreover, using (2.1) on page 22
we can define an independence relation IB on Lo by
IB = E[Lo(1), . . . , Lo(n)].
Definition 3.3 (nicely projecting). B is nicely projecting if for every subexpression of
the form pi∆(α) (∆ ⊆ Lo) that appears in a right-hand side of up(B), there exists K ⊆W
with ∆ =
⋃
i∈K Lo(i).
This condition will be needed in order to apply Lemma 2.6. Note that the number of all
sets
⋃
i∈K Lo(i) with K ⊆W is bounded by 2
n = O(1).
Definition 3.4 (irredundant). B is irredundant if for all X,Y ∈ Lo such that X 6= Y
and typeB(X) = typeB(Y ) = i, we have val(X) 6= val(Y ) in Gi.
One can think of a pure and irredundant 2-level CCP-system B as a CCP-system, where
the terminal alphabet is a finite subset B ⊆ A, with A =
⋃
i∈W Gi \ {1Gi} from Sub-
section 2.3.3. Moreover, each element from B ∩ Ai (i ∈ W ) is represented by a unique
SLP over the terminal alphabet Σ±1i (namely the lower part lo(B) with the appropri-
ate initial variable). If B is pure but not irredundant then, using oracle access to the
compressed word problems for the groups Gi, one can compute a pure and irredundant
2-level CCP-system C such that val(B) = val(C) in G as follows: If B contains two vari-
ables X,Y ∈ Lo such that X 6= Y , typeB(X) = typeB(Y ) = i and val(X) = val(Y ) in
Gi, one has to replace Y in all right-hand sides by X. Note that this process does not
change the set of upper level variables of B.
Definition 3.5 (saturated). B is saturated if for every X ∈ Lo with typeB(X) = i, there
exists Y ∈ Lo with typeB(Y ) = i and valB(Y ) = valB(X)
−1 in Gi.
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If B is pure, irredundant and saturated, then for every X ∈ Lo with typeB(X) = i, there
must be a unique Y ∈ Lo with typeB(Y ) = i and valB(Y ) = valB(X)
−1 in Gi (we may
have Y = X in case valB(X)
2 = 1 in Gi). This Y is denoted with X
−1, and we define
(X1 · · ·Xn)
−1 = X−1n · · ·X
−1
1 for X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ Lo.
Definition 3.6 (well-formed). B is well-formed, if it is pure, irredundant, saturated,
and nicely projecting.
Assume that B is well-formed. We call a trace w ∈ M(Lo, IB) reduced if it contains
no factor [Y Z]IB with Y,Z ∈ Lo and typeB(Y ) = typeB(Z). Note that [X1 · · ·Xm]IB ∈
M(Lo, IB) with X1, . . . ,Xm ∈ Lo is reduced if and only if [a1 · · · am]I ∈ IRR(R), where
aj ∈ A is the group element represented by val(Xj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. A variableX ∈ Up∪Lo
is reduced if either X ∈ Lo or X ∈ Up and the trace [uval(X)]IB is reduced. Finally, B is
reduced, if every variable X of B is reduced. We have:
Lemma 3.7. Let B be a well-formed and reduced 2-level CCP-system. Then val(B) = 1
in G if and only if uval(B) = ε.
Proof. Clearly, if uval(B) = ε, then also val(B) = ε and hence val(B) = 1 in G. For the
other direction we assume for contradiction that uval(B) = X1 · · ·Xm for some m > 0.
Since B is pure there are a1, . . . , am ∈ A such that val(Xi) represents the group element
ai for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Since B is reduced, we have [a1 · · · am]I ∈ IRR(R) and hence
NFR([a1 · · · am]I) = [a1 · · · am]I 6= ε. From Lemma 2.23 it follows that a1 · · · am 6= 1 in
G and hence val(B) 6= 1 in G.
3.1.2 Constructing a Reduced 2-level CCP-system for val(A)
Together with Lemma 3.7, the following proposition can be used to solve the compressed
word problem for the graph product G.
Proposition 3.8. Given an SLP A over Σ±1 we can compute a reduced and well-formed
2-level CCP-system B with val(A) = val(B) in G in polynomial time using oracle access
to the decision problems CWP(Gi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Proof. Let A = (VA,Σ, rhsA, S) be the given input SLP over Σ
±1. We assume w.l.o.g.
that A is in Chomsky normal form. Moreover, we exclude the trivial case that rhsA(S) ∈
Σ±1. We construct a sequence of 2-level CCP-systems Aj = (Upj , Loj ,Σ
±1, rhsj , S)
(0 ≤ j ≤ r ≤ |VA|) such that the following holds for all 0 ≤ j ≤ r:
(a) Aj is well-formed.
(b) |Aj | ≤ 2 · |A|+O(j · |A|) ≤ 2 · |A|+O(|VA| · |A|)
(c) val(A) = val(Aj) in G for all 0 ≤ j ≤ r.
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(d) If X ∈ Upj is not reduced, then rhsj(X) ∈ (Upj ∪ Loj)
2.
(e) |uval(Aj)| ≤ |val(A)|
Moreover, the final 2-level CCP-system B = Ar will be reduced. Let us write typej for
typeAj and Ij for IAj in the following.
During the construction of Aj+1 from Aj, we will replace the right-hand side Y Z
(Y,Z ∈ Upj ∪ Loj) for a non-reduced (in Aj) variable X ∈ Upj by a new right-hand side
of size O(|A|), so that X is reduced in Aj+1 and valAj(X) = valAj+1(X) in G. All other
right-hand sides for upper level variables will be kept, and constantly many new lower
level variables will be added.
We start the construction with the 2-level CCP-system
({X ∈ VA | rhsA(X) ∈ V
2
A}, {X ∈ VA | rhsA(X) ∈ Σ
±1}, Σ±1, rhsA, S).
Note that S is an upper level variable in this system (which is required for 2-level CCP-
systems) since we assume rhsA(S) 6∈ Σ
±1. Moreover, the system is pure and nicely
projecting (there are no projection operations in right-hand sides), but not necessarily
irredundant and saturated. The latter two properties can be easily enforced by adding for
every variable X with rhsA(X) = a ∈ Σ
±1 a variable X−1 for a−1 and then eliminating
redundant lower level variables. The resulting 2-level CCP-system A0 is well-formed and
satisfies |A0| ≤ 2 · |A| and val(A0) = val(A). Hence (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied and also
(d) and (e) clearly hold.
For the inductive step of the construction, assume that we have constructed Aj =
(Upj, Loj,Σ
±1, rhsj, S) and let X ∈ Upj, Y,Z ∈ Upj ∪ Loj such that rhsj(X) = Y Z, X
is not reduced, but Y and Z are already reduced. In order to make X reduced, we will
apply Lemma 2.24. The following proposition, whose proof is postponed to the next
Subsection 3.1.3, makes this application possible.
Proposition 3.9. Let (W,E) be a fixed independence alphabet with W = {1, . . . , n}.
The following problem can be solved in polynomial time:
INPUT: Pairwise disjoint finite alphabets Γ1, . . . ,Γn, an SLP B over the terminal alpha-
bet Γ =
⋃n
i=1 Γi, and two variables Y and Z from B.
OUTPUT: CCP-expressions α, β ∈ CCP({Y }, ∅) such that the following holds, where
J = E[Γ1, . . . ,Γn]:
(1) For every subexpression of the form pi∆(γ) in α and β there exists K ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
with ∆ =
⋃
i∈K Γi.
(2) [valB(α)]J = [valB(Y )]J \p [valB(Z)]J
(3) [valB(β)]J = [valB(Y )]J up [valB(Z)]J
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(4) |α|, |β| ≤ O(log2(|val(B)|))
An analogous statement can be shown for the operations \s and us which refer to the
suffix order on traces.
In order to apply Proposition 3.9 to our situation we transform the upper level part
up(Aj) into an equivalent SLP C over Loj using Lemma 2.6. This is possible, since Aj
is nicely projecting by (a). The time for this step is polynomially bounded in |up(Aj)|
and hence in |A|. Note that we have |val(C)| = |uval(Aj)| ≤ |val(A)| ≤ 2
|A| by (e).
Now we set Γi = Loj(i) and apply Proposition 3.9 to Γi (i ∈ W ) and C to obtain two
CCP-expressions α and β such that |α|, |β| ≤ O(|A|) and (uval denotes uvalAj )
[uval(α)]Ij = [uval(Y )]Ij \s [uval(Z)]
−1
Ij
[uval(β)]Ij = [uval(Z)]Ij \p [uval(Y )]
−1
Ij
.
Moreover, for every subexpression of the form pi∆(γ) in α or β there existsK ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
with ∆ =
⋃
i∈K Loj(i). Intuitively, α and β represent the parts of uval(Y ) and
uval(Z) that remain after cancellation in the graph group generated by the alphabet
Loj. Hence, [uval(α)]Ij [uval(β)]Ij does not contain a factor of the form [XX
−1]Ij for
X ∈ Loj . Using Lemma 2.18 and 2.19 (in order to apply these lemmas, we have to
compute, using Lemma 2.6, SLPs for the strings uval(α) and uval(β)) we can compute
Vmax = max([uval(α)]Ij ), Vmin = min([uval(β)]Ij ), and CCP-expressions α
′, β′ such that
[uval(α′)]Ij = [uval(α)]Ij \s [Vmax]Ij
[uval(β′)]Ij = [uval(β)]Ij \p [Vmin]Ij .
Recall that Vmax and Vmin are subsets of Loj . The form of the independence relation Ij
implies that |Vmax|, |Vmin| ≤ n = O(1). The length bound in Lemma 2.19 implies that
|α′|, |β′| ≤ O(|A|). Moreover, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we must have |Vmax ∩ Loj(i)| ≤ 1 and
|Vmin ∩ Loj(i)| ≤ 1. Let
V ′max = {X ∈ Vmax | typej(X) 6∈ typej(Vmin)}
V ′min = {X ∈ Vmin | typej(X) 6∈ typej(Vmax)}.
If (X1,X2) ∈ Vmax×Vmin is such that typej(X1) = typej(X2) = i, then by the definition
of [uval(α)]Ij and [uval(β)]Ij , we must have val(X1)val(X2) 6= 1 in Gi. For each such pair
we add a new lower level variable XX1,X2 to Loj with right-hand side X1X2; let V
′ be
the set of these new variables. Clearly, |V ′| ≤ n = O(1). Finally, the right-hand side for
X is changed to the CCP-expression
γ = α′ v′max v
′ v′min β
′
where v′max (resp. v
′, v′min) is an arbitrary string that enumerates all variables from V
′
max
(resp. V ′, V ′min). We have |γ| = |α
′|+ |β′|+O(1) ≤ O(|A|). Clearly, γ evaluates in G to
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the same group element as valAj(X). By adding at most |V
′| = O(1) many further lower
level variables, we obtain a saturated system. The resulting 2-level CCP-system is not
necessarily irredundant, but this can be ensured, as explained above, using oracle calls to
the compressed word problems for the vertex groups Gi (this does not increase the size
of the 2-level CCP-system). The resulting system is pure, irredundant, and saturated,
but not necessarily nicely projecting, because of the new lower level nonterminals from
V ′. But note that these variables do not occur in the scope of a projection operator pi∆.
Hence, we may add the new lower level variables to the appropriate sets appearing in
projection operators, so that the 2-level CCP-system becomes nicely projecting as well.
The resulting 2-level CCP-system is Aj+1; it is well-formed. Its size can be bounded by
|Aj |+O(|A|) ≤ 2 · |A|+O(j · |A|) +O(|A|) ≤ 2 · |A|+O((j +1) · |A|); hence (a) and (b)
above hold for Aj+1. Moreover, in the group G we have val(Aj+1) = val(Aj) = val(A),
hence (c) holds. Lemma 2.24 implies that X is reduced in Aj+1 which implies property
(d) for Aj+1. Finally, for (e) note that |uval(Aj+1)| ≤ |uval(Aj)| ≤ |val(A)|.
After r ≤ |VA| steps, our construction yields the well-formed and reduced 2-level
CCP-system Ar with val(Ar) = val(A) in G which proves Proposition 3.8.
Now the proof of Theorem 3.1 is straightforward:
Theorem 3.1. By Proposition 3.8 we can translate a given SLP A into an equivalent,
reduced and well-formed 2-level CCP-system B with val(A) = val(B) in G in polynomial
time using oracle access to CWP(Gi) for i ∈W . By Lemma 3.7, we have val(A) = 1 in G
if and only if uval(B) = ε. We can use Lemma 2.6 to translate up(B) into an equivalent
SLP, for which it is trivial to check whether the empty word is produced.
3.1.3 Proof of Proposition 3.9
We will prove Proposition 3.9 in this subsection. Recall that we fixed the finite undirected
graph (W,E) with W = {1, . . . , n}.
Proposition 3.9. Let (W,E) be a fixed independence alphabet with W = {1, . . . , n}.
The following problem can be solved in polynomial time:
INPUT: Pairwise disjoint finite alphabets Γ1, . . . ,Γn, an SLP B over the terminal alpha-
bet Γ =
⋃n
i=1 Γi, and two variables Y and Z from B.
OUTPUT: CCP-expressions α, β ∈ CCP({Y }, ∅) such that the following holds, where
I = E[Γ1, . . . ,Γn]:
(1) For every subexpression of the form pi∆(γ) in α or β there exists K ⊆ W with
∆ =
⋃
i∈K Γi.
(2) [valB(α)]I = [valB(Y )]I \p [valB(Z)]I
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(3) [valB(β)]I = [valB(Y )]I up [valB(Z)]I
(4) |α|, |β| ≤ O(log2(|val(B)|))
In the following, we will write \ and u for \p and up, respectively. Moreover, if ∆ =⋃
i∈K Γi, we will write piK for the projection morphism pi∆ : Γ
∗ → Γ∗. Let us fix
Γ =
⋃n
i=1 Γi and let I = E[Γ1, . . . ,Γn].
Let w ∈ Γ∗ be a string and J ⊆ {1, . . . , |w|} a set of positions in w. Below, we will
identify the dependence graph Dw with the edge relation of Dw. We are looking for a
compact representation for the set of all positions p such that ∃j ∈ J : (j, p) ∈ D∗w, i.e.,
there exists a path in the dependence graph Dw from some position j ∈ J to position p.
For i ∈W define
pos(w, J, i) = min({|w| + 1} ∪ {p | 1 ≤ p ≤ |w|, w[p] ∈ Γi,∃j ∈ J : (j, p) ∈ D
∗
w}).
Example 3.10. To ease the reading we will consider the set W = {a, b, c, d, e} instead
of W = {1, . . . , 5}. The dependence relation D is:
a e
b c d
Let Γx = {x} for x ∈W . We consider the following string:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415
w = d b c d b a c d b d e a b d c
The dependence graph of w look as follows:
b
d
c
d
b
a
c
d
b
d
e
a b
d
c
Let J = {5, 6, 9}. We want to determine pos(w, J, 4). In the following picture we mark
positions from J with boxes and all positions p 6∈ J with (j, p) ∈ D∗w for some j ∈ J
with circles.
b
d
c
d
b
a
c
d
b
d
e
a b
d
c
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The positions with letters from Γ4 = {d} which depend from positions from J are
{8, 10, 14} with the minimum 8, hence pos(w, J, 4) = 8.
For the set J = {6, 9} we get the following picture for pos(w, J, 4):
b
d
c
d
b
a
c
d
b
d
e
a b
d
c
Since there are no positions with letters from Γ4 = {d} which depend from positions
from J , it follows that pos(w, J, 4) = |w|+ 1 = 16.
Instead of pos(w, {p}, i), we simply write pos(w, p, i). Clearly pos(w, ∅, i) = |w|+1. The
definition of pos(w, J, i) and the fact that symbols from a set Γi are pairwise dependent
implies:
Lemma 3.11. Let w ∈ Γ∗ and J ⊆ {1, . . . , |w|}. Then for every position 1 ≤ p ≤ |w|
the following two properties are equivalent:
• ∃j ∈ J : (j, p) ∈ D∗w
• If w[p] ∈ Γi then p ≥ pos(w, J, i).
We will also need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.12. For a given SLP A, a position 1 ≤ p ≤ |val(A)| and i ∈ W , we can
compute the position pos(val(A), p, i) in polynomial time.
Proof. We first need a few definitions: Let D = (W ×W )\E be the dependence relation
for our fixed independence alphabet (W,E). A path in (W,D) (viewed as an undirected
graph) is called simple, if it does not visit a node twice. For j ∈ W let Pj be the set of
all simple paths in the dependence alphabet (W,D) that start in the node j. The path,
which only consists of the node j belongs to Pj. Note that |Pj | ∈ O(1) since (W,E) is
fixed.
Let us now fix A, p, and i as in the lemma. Assume that val(A)[p] ∈ Γj . By
Lemma 2.1(3), the node j ∈ W can be computed in polynomial time. For a simple
path ρ ∈ Pj let us define pos(p, ρ) ∈ {1, . . . , |val(A)| + 1} inductively. If ρ = (j), then
pos(p, ρ) = p. If ρ = (ρ′, k), where ρ′ ∈ Pj and k ∈ W , then pos(p, ρ) is the small-
est position q > pos(p, ρ′) such that val(A)[q] ∈ Γk if such a position exists, otherwise
pos(p, ρ) = |val(A)| + 1. It follows that pos(p, ρ) can be computed in polynomial time
for every simple path ρ ∈ Pj . Finally, pos(val(A), p, i) is the minimum over all these
positions for all simple paths from j to i.
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` := 1; (stores a position in u)
inf := ε; (stores a string)
diff := ε; (stores a string)
pos(i) := |u|+ 1 for all i ∈W ; (stores positions in u)
while ` ≤ |u| do
U := {i ∈W | pos(i) < `};
next := min({pos(i) | i ∈W \ U} ∪ {|u|+ 1});
j := max{i | `− 1 ≤ i ≤ next− 1, [inf piW\U(u[` : i])]I  [v]I}; (*)
inf := inf piW\U(u[` : j]);
diff := diff piU (u[` : j])u[j + 1]; (let us set u[|u|+ 1] = ε)
for all i ∈W do
pos(i) := min{pos(i), pos(u, j + 1, i)} (let us set pos(u, |u|+ 1, i) = |u|+ 1)
endfor
` := j + 2;
endwhile
Figure 3.1: An algorithm for computing [u]I u [v]I and [u]I \ [v]I
Let us now come back to the problem of constructing a CCP-expression, which evaluates
to [valB(Y )]I \ [valB(Z)]I and [valB(Y )]I u [valB(Z)]I . Let us first solve this problem for
uncompressed strings. Then we will argue that our algorithm leads to a polynomial time
algorithm for compressed input strings.
How can we compute for two given words u, v ∈ Γ∗ words inf, diff ∈ Γ∗ such that
[inf]I = [u]I u [v]I and [diff]I = [u]I \ [v]I? In the algorithm in Figure 3.1 we accumulate
the strings inf and diff by determining for every position from {1, . . . , |u|} (viewed as a
node of the dependence graph Du) whether it belongs to [inf]I or [diff]I . For this, we will
store a current position ` in the string u, which will increase during the computation.
Initially, we set ` := 1 and inf := ε, diff := ε. At the end, we have [inf]I = [u]I u [v]I and
[diff]I = [u]I \ [v]I .
For a set of positions K ⊆ {1, . . . , |u|} let us define the string uK = u[`1] · · · u[`k],
where `1 < `2 < · · · < `k and K = {`1, . . . , `k}. Consider a specific iteration of the loop
body in Figure 3.1 and let ` denote the value of the corresponding program variable at
the beginning of the iteration. Assume in the following that Diff` ⊆ {1, . . . , `− 1} is the
set of all positions from {1, . . . , `−1}, which belong to the difference [u]I \ [v]I , i.e., they
do not belong to the common prefix [u]I u [v]I . Moreover, let Inf` = {1, . . . , `− 1} \Diff`
be the set of all positions from {1, . . . , `− 1}, which belong to the trace prefix [u]I u [v]I .
Thus, Inf` is downward-closed in Du and [uInf`]I  [u]I u [v]I . Note that the algorithm
does neither store the set Diff` nor Inf`. This will be important later, when the input
words u and v are represented by SLPs. If `, inf, diff, and pos(i) (i ∈ W ) denote the
values of the corresponding program variables at the beginning of the iteration, then the
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algorithm will maintain the following two invariants:
(I1) inf = uInf`, diff = uDiff`,
(I2) pos(i) = pos(u,Diff`, i) for all i ∈W
In each iteration of the while-loop, we investigate the subword of u from position ` to the
next position of the form pos(i), and we determine for each position from some initial
segment of this interval, whether it belongs to [u]I u [v]I or [u]I \ [v]I . More precisely,
we search for the largest position j ∈ {`− 1, . . . , next− 1} such that [inf piW\U (u[` : j])]I
is a prefix of [v]I . Recall that inf = uInf` is the already collected part of the common
trace prefix. We update inf and diff by inf := inf piW\U (u[` : j]) and diff := diff piU(u[` :
j])u[j + 1].
Before we prove that the algorithm indeed preserves the invariants (I1) and (I2), let
us first consider a detailed example.
Example 3.13. To ease the reading we will consider the set W = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}
instead of W = {1, . . . , 7} together with the following dependence relation D:
a b
c d
e f
g
Let Γx = {x} for all x ∈W . We consider the following strings:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617
u =f b g c c g b c c e a g f e f d g
v = b c g c f g b e a g g f e d f b g
The dependence graphs of [u]I and [v]I look as follows:
Du
f
b
g
c c
g
b
c c
e
a
g
f e f
d g
Dv
f
b
g
c c
g
b c
e
a
g
f e
d g
f
b
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We want to determine u up v and u \p v using the algorithm from Figure 3.1. Initially,
we set ` = 1, inf = diff = ε, and pos(x) = |u| + 1 = 18 for all x ∈ W . Since ` ≤ |u| the
while loop is executed.
First iteration: The algorithm first sets
U = ∅ and next = 18.
Hence, we have
inf piW\U(u[` : next− 1]) = |f b g c c g b c c e a g f e f d g
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617 .
Here, we denote with ’|’ the position between inf and piW\U(u[` : next−1]). The algorithm
determines the largest number j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ 17 such that the trace [inf piW\U(u[` :
j])]I is a prefix of [v]I . From the dependence graphs above it can be easily seen that
j = 7. We have
inf piW\U (u[` : j]) = |f b g c c g b
diff piU (u[` : j])u[j + 1] = c ,
which are the new values for inf and diff, respectively. Moreover, the pos-values are reset
as follows:
pos(a) = pos(b) = 18, pos(c) = 8, pos(d) = 16, pos(e) = pos(f) = 18, pos(g) = 17.
Finally, ` is set to 9. Since ` = 9 ≤ |u| the while loop is repeated.
Second iteration: The algorithm first sets
U = {c} and next = 16.
We have
inf piW\{c}(u[8 : 15]) = f b g c c g b | e a g f e f
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415 .
Searching for the largest `−1 = 8 ≤ j ≤ 15 = next−1 such that the trace [inf piW\U(u[` :
j])]I is a prefix of [v]I gives j = 15. We have
inf piW\{c}(u[9 : 15]) = f b g c c g b | e a g f e f
diff pi{c}(u[9 : 15])u[16] = c c d ,
which are the new values for inf and diff. The pos-values do not change in the second
iteration, i.e., we still have
pos(a) = pos(b) = 18, pos(c) = 8, pos(d) = 16, pos(e) = pos(f) = 18, pos(g) = 17.
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Finally, ` is set to 17. Since ` ≤ |u| the while loop is repeated.
Third iteration: The algorithm first sets
U = {c, d} and next = 17.
We have
inf piW\U(u[16 : 16]) = f b g c c g b e a g f e f|
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516 .
We find j = 16. Hence, we have
inf piW\U(u[17 : 16]) = f b g c c g b e a g f e f|
diff piU (u[17 : 16])u[17] = c c d g .
Also in the third iteration, the pos-values do not change. Finally, ` is set to 18. Since
` > |u| the algorithm stops and produces [inf]I = [fbgccgbeagfef ]I and [diff]I = [ccdg]I .
These traces are indeed [u]I u [v]I and [u]I \ [v]I . This is visualized in the next picture
with [u]I u [v]I on the left side of the dotted line and [u]I \ [v]I on the right side.
Du
f
b
g
c c
g
b
c c
e
a
g
f e f
d g
Let us now prove the correctness of the algorithm. We start with invariant (I1):
Lemma 3.14. The algorithm from Figure 3.1 preserves invariant (I1).
Proof. Let us take ` ∈ {1, . . . , |u|} and assume that invariant (I1) and (I2) hold currently.
Hence,
• inf = uInf`, diff = uDiff`, and
• pos(i) = pos(u,Diff`, i) for all i ∈W .
We have to show that invariant (I1) holds after the next execution of the loop body as
well. As in the algorithm, let:
U = {i ∈W | pos(u,Diff`, i) < `} (3.1)
next = min({pos(u,Diff`, i) | i ∈W \ U} ∪ {|u|+ 1}) (3.2)
j = max{i | `− 1 ≤ i ≤ next− 1, [inf piW\U (u[` : i])]I  [v]I}. (3.3)
We have to show the following:
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• A position p ∈ {`, . . . , j} belongs to the common trace prefix [u]I u [v]I if and only
if u[p] ∈ Γi for some i ∈W \ U .
• If j + 1 ≤ |u|, then j + 1 does not belong to the common trace prefix [u]I u [v]I .
For the first point, assume that u[p] ∈ Γi, where ` ≤ p ≤ j and i ∈ U . By definition of
U in (3.1), we have pos(u,Diff`, i) < ` ≤ p. Lemma 3.11 implies that there exists a path
in Du from some position in Diff` to position p. Since positions in Diff` do not belong
to [u]I u [v]I , neither does p belong to [u]I u [v]I .
For the other direction, consider the set of positions
P = {p | ` ≤ p ≤ j, u[p] ∈ Γi for some i ∈W \ U}.
We claim that Inf` ∪ P is a downward-closed subset of Du. Since [u(Inf` ∪ P )]I =
[inf piW\U (u[` : j])]I  [v]I by (3.3), this implies that all positions from P indeed belong
to [u]I u [v]I . That Inf` ∪ P is downward-closed in Du follows from the following three
points:
• Inf` is downward-closed.
• There does not exist a path from a node in Diff` to a node from P : As-
sume that such a path, ending in p ∈ P , would exist. Let u[p] ∈ Γi with
i ∈ W \ U . Lemma 3.11 implies pos(u,Diff`, i) ≤ p. Moreover, i ∈ W \ U im-
plies pos(u,Diff`, i) ≥ ` by (3.1). Hence, ` ≤ pos(u,Diff`, i) ≤ p ≤ j < next, where
the last inequality follows from (3.3). But this contradicts the definition of next in
(3.2).
• There does not exist a path from a node in {`, . . . , j} \ P to a node of P : By
Lemma 3.11, every node from {`, . . . , j} \ P can be reached via a path starting
in Diff`. Hence, the existence of a path from {`, . . . , j} \ P to P contradicts the
previous point.
It remains to be shown that position j + 1 does not belong to the common trace prefix
[u]I u [v]I in case j + 1 ≤ |u|. We distinguish several cases: If j = next − 1, then
j + 1 = pos(u,Diff`, i) for some i ∈ W . Hence, there exists a path from Diff` to j + 1
in Du; therefore j + 1 cannot belong to [u]I u [v]I . Now, assume that j < next − 1. If
u[j +1] ∈ Γi for some i ∈ U , then Lemma 3.11 again yields the existence of a path from
Diff` to j + 1. Finally, let u[j + 1] ∈ Γi for some i ∈ W \ U . Maximality of j in (3.3)
implies that the trace
[inf piW\U(u[`, j + 1])]I = [inf piW\U(u[` : j])]Iu[j + 1]
is not a prefix of [v]I . Since we already know that the trace [inf piW\U(u[` : j])]I consists
exactly of those positions from {1, . . . , j} that belong to the common trace prefix [u]I u
[v]I , this implies that j + 1 does not belong to [u]I u [v]I .
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Lemma 3.15. The algorithm from Figure 3.1 preserves invariant (I2).
Proof. We consider a specific iteration of the while loop and assume that (I1) and (I2)
hold at the beginning of the loop, i.e.,
• inf = uInf`, diff = uDiff` and
• pos(i) = pos(u,Diff`, i) for all i ∈W .
We infer that (I2) holds after the execution of the loop. Let U , next, and j be defined by
(3.1)–(3.3). Let `′ = j+2 > ` be the new value of ` after the execution of the loop body
and let i ∈W . We have to show that pos(u,Diff`′ , i) is the new value of pos(i) after the
execution of the loop body. This means that we have to prove
pos(u,Diff`′ , i) = min{pos(u, Diff`, i), pos(u, {j + 1}, i)}. (3.4)
From Lemma 3.14 and the way diff is updated in the loop body, we get
Diff`′ = Diff` ∪ {p | ` ≤ p ≤ j,∃k ∈ U : u[p] ∈ Γk} ∪ {j + 1} (3.5)
(in case j = |u|, we omit {j+1} from the right-hand side). Hence, Diff`∪{j+1} ⊆ Diff`′ ,
which implies
pos(u,Diff`′ , i) ≤ min{pos(u,Diff`, i), pos(u, j + 1, i)}.
It remains to be shown that pos(u,Diff`′ , i) ≥ min{pos(u,Diff`, i), pos(u, j + 1, i)}. The
case that pos(u,Diff`′ , i) = |u|+1 is trivial. Hence, assume that pos(u,Diff`′ , i) ≤ |u| and
consider a path in Du from a position p ∈ Diff`′ to a position q ≤ |u| such that u[q] ∈ Γi.
It suffices to show that there is a path from a position in Diff` ∪{j+1} to p (then, there
exists a path from Diff` ∪ {j + 1} to q too). By (3.5), we have p ∈ Diff` ∪ {p | ` ≤ p ≤
j,∃k ∈ U : u[p] ∈ Γk} ∪ {j + 1}. The case p ∈ Diff` ∪ {j + 1} is trivial. Hence, assume
that ` ≤ p ≤ j and u[p] ∈ Γk for some k ∈ U . From (3.1), we get pos(u,Diff`, k) < ` ≤ p.
Lemma 3.11 implies that there exists a path from Diff` to p.
Lemma 3.16. The number of iterations of the while-loop in Figure 3.1 is bounded by
|W |+ 1 = n+ 1 = O(1).
Proof. We claim that in each execution of the loop body except for the last one, the set
U = {i ∈ W | pos(i) < `} strictly grows, which proves the lemma. Let us consider an
execution of the loop body. Note that the positions pos(i) cannot increase. There are
two cases to distinguish. If j < next− 1, then the symbol u[j + 1] must belong to some
alphabet Γi with i ∈ W \ U due to the maximality of j in line (*) of the algorithm.
Clearly, pos(u, {j + 1}, i) = j + 1, hence pos(i) will be set to a value ≤ j + 1 in the loop
body. Since the new value ` will be j+2, the new set U will also contain i, i.e., it strictly
grows. If j = next− 1 < |u|, then again, since j + 1 = next = pos(i) for some i ∈W \ U
and the new value ` will be j +2, the set U strictly grows. Finally, if j = next− 1 = |u|,
then ` will be set to |u|+ 2 and the algorithm terminates.
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` := 1;
α := ε;
β := ε;
pos(i) := |val(Y )|+ 1 for all i ∈W ;
while ` ≤ |val(Y )| do
U := {i ∈W | pos(i) < `};
next := min({pos(i) | i ∈W \ U} ∪ {|val(Y )|+ 1});
j := max{i | `− 1 ≤ i ≤ next− 1, [val(α ◦ piW\U(Y [` : i]))]I  [val(Z)]I}; (*)
α := α ◦ piW\U(Y [` : j]);
β := β ◦ piU (Y [` : j]) ◦ Y [j + 1]; (let us set here val(Y )[|val(Y )|+ 1] = ε)
for all i ∈W do
pos(i) := min{pos(i), pos(val(Y ), j + 1, i)} (**)
endfor
` := j + 2;
endwhile
Figure 3.2: An algorithm for computing [val(Y )]I u [val(Z)]I and [val(Y )]I \ [val(Z)]I
The algorithm from Figure 3.1 for computing [u]I \ [v]I and [u]I u [v]I leads to a poly-
nomial time algorithm, which computes CCP-expressions for (we write val for valB in
the following) [val(Y )]I u [val(Z)]I and [val(Y )]I \ [val(Z)]I , see Figure 3.2 (where the
concatenation operation in CCP-expressions is denoted by ◦ for better readability). The
idea is to consider the statements for updating inf and diff in Figure 3.1 as state-
ments for computing CCP-expressions α and β with [val(α)]I = [val(Y )]I u [val(Z)]I
and [val(β)]I = [val(Y )]I \ [val(Z)]I . So, (2) and (3) from Proposition 3.9 is satisfied.
Moreover, property (1) follows directly from the construction of α and β. For the size
estimate in (4), note that by Lemma 3.16, α and β are concatenations of O(1) many ex-
pressions of the form piK(Y [p1, p2]). Moreover, each of the positions p1 and p2 is bounded
by |val(Y )| ≤ |val(B)| and hence needs only O(log2(|val(B)|)) many bits.
It remains to be argued that the algorithm in Figure 3.2 is indeed a polynomial time
algorithm. By Lemma 3.16, the number of iterations of the loop body is bounded by
|W |+1. Hence, it suffices to show that a single iteration only needs polynomial time. The
condition [val(α◦piW\U (Y [` : j]))]I  [val(Z)]I in line (*) of Figure 3.2 can be checked in
polynomial time by Lemma 2.16; note that by Lemma 2.6 we can compute in polynomial
time an SLP for val(α◦piW\U (Y [` : j])). Hence, the number j in line (*) can be computed
in polynomial time via binary search. Finally, the position pos(val(Y ), j + 1, i) in line
(**) of Figure 3.2 can be computed in polynomial time by Lemma 3.12. This finishes
the proof of Proposition 3.9.
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3.2 HNN-extensions
In this section we will prove that HNN-extensions of the form (1.2) on page 4 with A
and B finite preserve the complexity of the compressed word problem under polynomial
time Turing-reductions. In fact, we will prove such a transfer result for a slightly more
general problem HNN-extension:
Theorem 3.17. [HL11] Let H = 〈Σ|R〉 be a finitely generated group. Let n ∈ N,
A,B ≤ H finite, ϕi : A 7→ B partial isomorphisms and ti 6∈ Σ
±1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Let
G := 〈Σ, t1, . . . , tn | R, t
−1
i ati = ϕi(a), a ∈ dom(ϕi), i = 1, . . . , n〉. (3.6)
Then
CWP(G) ≤TP CWP(H).
3.2.1 Some simple compressed word problems
For our reduction of the compressed word problem of an HNN-extension to the com-
pressed word problem of the base group, we need the special case that in (3.6) we have
H = dom(ϕ1) = · · · = dom(ϕn) = ran(ϕ1) = · · · = ran(ϕn) (in particular, H is finite). In
this case, we can even assume that the finite group H (represented by its multiplication
table) is part of the input:
Lemma 3.18. The following problem can be solved in polynomial time:
INPUT: A finite group H, automorphisms ϕi : H→ H (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and an SLP A over
the alphabet H ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tn, t
−1
n }.
QUESTION: val(A) = 1 in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | h
ti = ϕi(h) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, h ∈ H)〉?
Proof. Let w ∈ (H ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tn, t
−1
n })
∗. From the defining equations of the group
G = 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | h
ti = ϕi(h) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, h ∈ H)〉 it follows that there exists a unique
h ∈ H with w = pit(w)h in G. Hence, w = 1 in G if and only if pit(w) = 1 in the free
group F(t1, . . . , tn) and h = 1 in H.
Now, let A be an SLP over the alphabet H∪{t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tn, t
−1
n }. W.l.o.g. assume that
A is in Chomsky normal form. It is straightforward to compute an SLP for the projection
pit(val(A)). Since by Theorem 2.28(4) the word problem for the free group F(t1, . . . , tn)
can be solved in polynomial time, it suffices to compute for every nonterminal X of
A the unique hX ∈ H with val(X) = pit(val(X))hX in G. We compute the elements
hX bottom up. The case that the right-hand side for X is a terminal symbol from
H ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tn, t
−1
n } is clear. Hence, assume that X → Y Z is a production of A and
assume that hY , hZ ∈ H are already computed. Hence, in G we have:
val(X) = val(Y )val(Z) = pit(val(Y ))hY pit(val(Z))hZ .
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Thus, it suffices to compute the unique h ∈ H with hY pit(val(Z)) = pit(val(Z))h in G.
Note that if pit(val(Z)) = t
ε1
i1
tε2i2 · · · t
εn
in
, then
h = ϕεnin (· · ·ϕ
ε2
i2
(ϕε1i1 (hY )) · · · ) = (ϕ
ε1
i1
◦ · · · ◦ ϕεnin )(hY ).
The automorphism f = ϕε1i1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
εn
in
can be easily computed from an SLP C for the
string pit(val(Z)) by replacing in C the terminal symbol ti (resp. t
−1
i ) by ϕi (resp. ϕ
−1
i ).
This allows to compute f bottom-up and then to compute f(hY ).
We will briefly define the semidirect product of groups, a generalization of the direct
product [Rot95, Bog08]. For groups Q and H let ζ : H 7→ Aut(Q) be a group homomor-
phism, where we set ζ(h) = ζh. Let G = Q×H as sets and define a multiplication on G
as
(n, h)(n′, h′) = (nζh(n
′), hh′).
The inverse of an element (n, h) is set to (ζh−1(n
−1), h−1). ThenG is a group with neutral
element (eQ, eH). We say that G is the semidirect product of Q and H and denote it with
Qoζ H.
Note that the group 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | h
ti = ϕi(h) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, h ∈ H)〉 is the semidirect
product H oϕ F, where F = F(t1, . . . , tn) is the free group generated by t1, . . . , tn and
the homomorphism ϕ : F→ Aut(H) is defined by ϕ(ti) = ϕi.
3.2.2 Compressed word problems for multiple HNN-extensions
For the further consideration, let us fix the finitely generated group H together with the
finite subgroups A and B. Let Σ be a finite monoid generating set for H. These data
are fixed, i.e., they will not belong to the input of computational problems.
In the following, when writing down a multiple HNN-extension
〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉, (3.7)
we assume implicitly that every ϕi is in fact an isomorphism between subgroups Ai ≤ A
and Bi ≤ B. Hence, ϕi can be viewed as a partial isomorphism from our fixed subgroup
A to our fixed subgroup B, and (3.7) is in fact an abbreviation for the group
〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ dom(ϕi))〉.
Note that there is only a fixed number of partial isomorphisms from A to B, but we
allow ϕi = ϕj for i 6= j in (3.7).
Let us introduce several restrictions and extensions of CWP(G). Our most general
problem is the following computational problem UCWP(H, A,B) (the letter “U” stands
for “uniform”, meaning that a list of partial isomorphisms from A to B is part of the
input):
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INPUT: Partial isomorphisms ϕi : A→ B (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and an SLP A over the alphabet
Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n }.
QUESTION: val(A) = 1 in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉?
The restriction of this problem UCWP(H, A,B) to reduced input strings is denoted by
RUCWP(H, A,B). It is formally defined as the following problem:
INPUT: Partial isomorphisms ϕi : A→ B (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and SLPs A,B over the alphabet
Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n } such that val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn).
QUESTION: val(A) = val(B) in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉?
Let us now consider a fixed list of partial isomorphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕn : A → B. Then
RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) is the following computational problem:
INPUT: Two SLPs A and B over the alphabet Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n } such that
val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn).
QUESTION: val(A) = val(B) in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉?
We can reformulate Theorem 3.17 above as:
Theorem 3.19. UCWP(H, A,B) ≤TP CWP(H).
The rest of Section 3.2 is concerned with the proof of Theorem 3.19.
3.2.3 Reducing to reduced sequences
First we show that we may restrict ourselves to SLPs that evaluate to reduced strings.
Recall that a string over Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n } is reduced if and only if it does not
contain a factor of the form tεiut
−ε
i with u ∈
(
Σ±1
)∗
and h(u) ∈ Ai(ε).
Lemma 3.20. UCWP(H, A,B) ≤TP RUCWP(H, A,B). More precisely, there is a poly-
nomial time Turing-reduction from UCWP(H, A,B) to RUCWP(H, A,B) that on input
(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,A) only asks RUCWP(H, A,B)-queries of the form (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,A
′,B′) (thus,
the list of partial isomorphisms is not changed).
Proof. Consider partial isomorphisms ϕi : A→ B (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and let
G = 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉.
Moreover, let A be an SLP in Chomsky normal form over the alphabet Σ±1 ∪
{t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn, t
−1
n }. Using oracle access to RUCWP(H, A,B), we will construct bottom-
up a CC-system A′ with val(A′) = val(A) in G and val(A′) reduced, on which finally the
RUCWP(H, A,B)-oracle can be asked whether val(A′) = 1 in G. The system A′ has the
same variables as A but for every variableX, valA′(X) is reduced and valA′(X) = valA(X)
in G.
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Assume that X → Y Z is a production of A, where Y and Z were already processed
during our bottom-up reduction process. Hence, val(Y ) and val(Z) are reduced. Let
val(Y ) = u0t
α1
i1
u1 · · · t
α`
i`
u` and val(Z) = v0t
β1
j1
v1 · · · t
βm
jm
vm.
with u0, . . . , u`, v0, . . . , vm ∈ Σ
±1∗. For 1 ≤ k ≤ ` (resp. 1 ≤ k ≤ m) let p(k) (resp.
q(k)) be the unique position within val(Y ) (resp. val(Z)) such that val(Y )[: p(k)] =
u0t
α1
i1
u1 · · · t
αk
ik
(resp. val(Z)[: q(k)] = v0t
β1
j1
v1 · · · t
βk
jk
). These positions can be computed
in polynomial time from k using simple arithmetic.
According to Lemma 2.26 it suffices to find d = d(val(Y ), val(Z)) ∈ N and c =
c(val(Y ), val(Z)) ∈ A ∪ B in polynomial time. This can be done, using binary search:
First, compute min{l,m}. For a given number k ≤ min{`,m} we want to check whether
t
α`−k+1
i`−k+1
u`−k+1 · · · t
α`
i`
u` v0 t
β1
j1
· · · vk−1t
βk
jk
∈ Ai`−k+1(α`−k+1) = Ajk(−βk) (3.8)
in the group G. Note that (3.8) is equivalent to t
α`−k+1
i`−k+1
= t−βkjk and∨
c∈Ajk (−βk)
val(Y )[p(`− k + 1) :]−1c = val(Z)[: q(k)]. (3.9)
The two sides of this equation are reduced strings and the number of possible values
c ∈ Ajk(−βk) is bounded by a constant. Hence, (3.9) is equivalent to a constant number
of RUCWP(H, A,B)-instances that can be computed in polynomial time.
In order to find with binary search the value d (i.e. the largest k ≥ 0 such that (3.8)
holds), one has to observe that (3.8) implies that (3.8) also holds for every smaller value
k (this follows from Lemma 2.25). From d, we can compute in polynomial time positions
p(`− d+ 1) and q(d). Then, according to Lemma 2.26, the string
val(Y )[: p(`− d+ 1)− 1] c val(Z)[q(d) + 1 :]
is reduced and equal to val(Y )val(Z) in G. Hence, we can replace the production X →
Y Z by X → Y [: p(`− d+ 1)− 1] cZ[q(d) + 1 :].
The above proof can be also used in order to derive:
Lemma 3.21. Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕn : A → B be fixed partial isomorphisms. Then
CWP(〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉) is polynomial time Turing-reducible
to RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn).
3.2.4 Reduction to a constant number of stable letters
Next, we show that the number of different stable letters can be reduced to a constant.
For this, it is important to note that the associated subgroups A,B ≤ H do not belong
to the input; so their size is a fixed constant.
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Fix the constant δ = 2 · |A|! · 2|A| for the rest of this section. Note that the number
of HNN-extensions of the form 〈H, t1, . . . , tk | a
ti = ψi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A)〉 with
k ≤ δ is constant. The following lemma says that RUCWP(H, A,B) can be reduced in
polynomial time to one of the problems RCWP(H, A,B, ψ1, . . . , ψk). Moreover, we can
determine in polynomial time, which of these problems arises.
Lemma 3.22. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for the following:
INPUT: Partial isomorphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕn : A → B and SLPs A,B over the alphabet
Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tn, t
−1
n } such that val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn).
OUTPUT: Partial isomorphisms ψ1, . . . , ψk : A→ B where k ≤ δ and SLPs A
′, B′ over
the alphabet Σ±1 ∪ {t1, t
−1
1 , . . . tk, t
−1
k } such that:
• For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n with ψi = ϕj .
• val(A′), val(B′) ∈ Red(H, ψ1, . . . , ψk)
• val(A) = val(B) in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉 if and only if
val(A′) = val(B′) in 〈H, t1, . . . , tk | a
ti = ψi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A)〉.
Proof. Fix an input (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,A,B) for the problem RUCWP(H, A,B). In particular,
val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn). Define the function τ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} by
τ(i) = min{k | ϕk = ϕi}.
This mapping can be easily computed in polynomial time from the sequence ϕ1, . . . , ϕn.
Assume w.l.o.g. that ran(τ) = {1, . . . , γ} for some γ ≤ n. Note that γ ≤ |A|! · 2|A| = δ2 .
For every ti (1 ≤ i ≤ γ) we take two stable letters ti,0 and ti,1. Hence, the total number of
stable letters is at most δ. Moreover, we define a sequential transducer T which, reading
as input the word u0t
α1
i1
u1 · · · t
αm
im
um (with u0, . . . , um ∈ Σ
±1+ and 1 ≤ i1, . . . , im ≤ n)
returns
[[T ]](w) = u0 t
α1
τ(i1),1
u1 t
α2
τ(i2),0
u2 t
α3
τ(i3),1
u3 · · · t
αm
τ(im),m mod 2
um.
Finally, we define the HNN-extension
G′ = 〈H, t1,0, t1,1, . . . , tγ,0, tγ,1 | a
ti,k = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ γ, k ∈ {0, 1}, a ∈ A)〉.
This HNN-extension has 2γ ≤ δ many stable letters; it is the HNN-extension
〈H, t1, . . . , tk | a
ti = ψi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A)〉 from the lemma.
Claim: Let u, v ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) be reduced. Then also [[T ]](u) and [[T ]](v) are
reduced. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
(a) u = v in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉
(b) [[T ]](u) = [[T ]](v) in the HNN-extension G′ and pit(u) = pit(v).
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Proof of the claim. Let u = u0t
α1
i1
u1 · · · t
α`
i`
u` and v = v0t
β1
j1
v1 · · · t
βm
jm
vm. The first
statement is obvious due to the fact that [[T ]](u) does not contain a subword of the form
tαi,kwt
β
j,k for k ∈ {0, 1}, and similarly for [[T ]](v).
For (a) ⇒ (b) note that by Lemma 2.25, u = v in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤
n, a ∈ A)〉 implies pit(u) = pit(v) (i.e. ` = m, α1 = β1, . . . , αm = βm, i1 = j1, . . . , im =
jm), and that there exists a Van Kampen diagram of the following form:
(†)
u0
tα1i1
u1
tα2i2 u2 tαmim
um
v0
tα1i1 v1 tα2i2
v2 t
αm
im
vm
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 · · · c2m−1 c2m
The defining equations of G′ imply that the following is a valid Van Kampen diagram
in G′:
(‡)
u0
tα1
τ(i1),1 u1
tα2
τ(i2),0 u2 t
αm
τ(im),m mod 2
um
v0
tα1
τ(i1),1
v1 tα2
τ(i2),0
v2 t
αm
τ(im),m mod 2
vm
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 · · · c2m−1 c2m
Hence, [[T ]](u) = [[T ]](v) in G′.
For (b) ⇒ (a) note that we have already seen that [[T ]](u) and [[T ]](v) are reduced.
Hence, [[T ]](u) = [[T ]](v) in G′ together with pit(u) = pit(v) implies that there exists a
Van Kampen diagram of the form (‡). Again, we can replace the dark-shaded t-faces by
the corresponding t-faces of G in order to obtain a diagram of the form (†). This proofs
the claim.
By the previous claim, [[T ]](val(A)) and [[T ]](val(B)) are reduced. Moreover, SLPs A′
and B′ for these strings can be computed in polynomial time by Lemma 2.3. In case
pit(val(A)) 6= pit(val(B)) we choose these SLPs such that e.g. val(A
′) = t1 and val(B
′) =
t−11 . Hence, val(A
′) = val(B′) in G′ if and only if val(A) = val(B) in 〈H, t1, . . . , tn | a
ti =
ϕi(a)(1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ∈ A)〉. This proves the lemma.
Due to Lemma 3.22 it suffices to concentrate our effort on problems of the form
RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk), where k ≤ δ. Let
G0 = 〈H, t1, . . . , tk | a
ti = ϕi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A)〉 (3.10)
and let us choose i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that |dom(ϕi)| is maximal. W.l.o.g. assume that
i = 1. Let dom(ϕ1) = A1 ≤ A and ran(ϕ1) = B1 ≤ B. We write t for t1 in the following
and define
Γ = Σ ∪ {t2, . . . , tk}.
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We can write our HNN-extension G0 from (3.10) as
G0 = 〈K, t | a
t = ϕ1(a) (a ∈ A1)〉, (3.11)
where
K = 〈H, t2, . . . , tk | a
ti = ϕi(a) (2 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A)〉. (3.12)
The latter group K is generated by Γ. The goal of the next three Subsections 3.2.5–3.2.7
is to prove:
Lemma 3.23. RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) is polynomial time Turing-reducible to the
problems RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk) and RUCWP(A1, A1, A1).
3.2.5 Abstracting from the base group K
Our aim in this subsection will be to reduce the compressed word problem for G0 to the
compressed word problem for another group, where we have abstracted from most of the
concrete structure of the base group K in (3.12).
Let us consider an input (A,B) for RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) with k ≤ δ.
W.l.o.g. assume that k = δ. Thus, A and B are SLPs over the alphabet Σ±1 ∪
{t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tδ, t
−1
δ } = Γ
±1 ∪ {t, t−1} with val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(H, ϕ1, . . . , ϕδ). Hence,
we also have val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(K, ϕ1).
W.l.o.g. we may assume that pit(val(A)) = pit(val(B)). This property can be checked
in polynomial time using Plandowski’s algorithm [Pla94], and if it is not satisfied then
we have val(A) 6= val(B) in G0. Hence, there are m ≥ 0, α1, . . . , αm ∈ {1,−1}, and
strings u0, v0 . . . , um, vm ∈ Γ
±1∗ such that
val(A) = u0t
α1u1 · · · t
αmum and (3.13)
val(B) = v0t
α1v1 · · · t
αmvm. (3.14)
One might think that the number of different words ui (resp. vi) may grow exponentially
in the size of A (resp. B). But we will see that this is actually not the case.
Let us replace every occurrence of tα (α ∈ {1,−1}) in A and B by aa−1tαaa−1, where
a ∈ Γ is arbitrary. This is to ensure that any two occurrences of symbols from {t, t−1} are
separated by a non-empty word over Γ±1, i.e., we can assume that u0, v0, . . . , um, vm ∈(
Γ±1
)+
in (3.13) and (3.14).
Our first goal is to transform A (and similarly B) into an equivalent SLP that generates
in a first phase a string of the form X0t
α1X1 · · · t
αmXm, where Xi is a further variable
that generates in a second phase the string ui ∈ Γ
±1+. Assume that A = (U, {t, t−1} ∪
Γ±1, S, P ) is in Chomsky normal form.
In a first step, we remove every variableX ∈ U from A such thatX → t orX → t−1 is a
production of A by replacingX in all right-hand sides of A by t or t−1, respectively. Now,
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all productions of A are of the form X → Y Z, X → tαZ, X → Y tα, or X → x ∈ Γ±1,
where Y,Z ∈ U .
Next we split the set U of variables of A into two parts:
U0K = {X ∈ U | val(X) ∈ Γ
±1+} and U0t = U \ U
0
K.
Let P 0K (resp. P
0
t ) be the set of all productions from P with a left-hand side in U
0
K
(resp. U0t ). The subscript K refers to the fact that every nonterminal from U
0
K defines
an element from the new base group K ≤ G0, whereas the subscript t refers to the fact
that every nonterminal from U0t generates a string where K-generators as well as t or
t−1 occurs.
Now we manipulate all productions from P 0t in a bottom-up process, which adds
further variables and productions to U0K and P
0
K, respectively. The set U
0
t will not change
in the process. After stage i, we have production sets P it and P
i
K, and the set of left-hand
sides of P it (resp. P
i
K) is U
0
t (resp. U
i
K). The system A
i
t := (U
0
t , {t, t
−1} ∪ U iK, S, P
i
t ) is a
CC-system that generates a string from (U iK)
+tα1(U iK)
+ · · · tαm(U iK)
+.
In stage i + 1 we do the following: Consider a production (X → u) ∈ P it such that
every variable in u is already processed, but X is not yet processed. If u is of the form
tαZ or Y tα, then there is nothing to do. Now assume that u = Y Z such that Y and Z
are already processed. Consider the last symbol ω ∈ {t, t−1} ∪ U iK of valAit(Y ) and the
first symbol α ∈ {t, t−1}∪U iK of valAit(Z) (these symbols can be computed in polynomial
time after stage i by Lemma 2.1(3)). If either ω ∈ {t, t−1} or α ∈ {t, t−1}, then again
nothing is to do. Otherwise, ω,α ∈ U iK. We now set U
i+1
K = U
i
K ∪ {X
′}, where X ′ is
a fresh variable, and P i+1K = P
i
K ∪ {X
′ → ωα}. Finally, we obtain P i+1t from P
i
t by
replacing the production X → Y Z by X → Y [: `− 1]X ′Z[2 :]. Here ` = |valAit(Y )|.
After the last stage, we transform the final CC-system Art (where r is the number of
stages) into an equivalent SLP, let us denote this SLP by At. Moreover, write UK and
PK for U
r
K and P
r
K. The construction implies that
val(At) = X0t
α1X1 · · · t
αmXm (3.15)
with X0, . . . ,Xm ∈ UK and val(UK,Γ
±1,Xi, PK) = ui. Note that the number of different
Xi is polynomially bounded, simply because the set UK was computed in polynomial
time. Hence, also the number of different ui in (3.13) is polynomially bounded.
For the SLP B the same procedure yields the following data:
• An SLP Bt such that
val(Bt) = Y0t
α1Y1 · · · t
αmYm.
• A set of productions QK with left-hand sides VK, where {Y1, . . . , Ym} ⊆ VK and
val(VK,Γ
±1, Yi, QK) = vi.
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W.l.o.g. assume that UK ∩ VK = ∅. Let WK = UK ∪ VK and RK = PK ∪ QK. In the
following, for Z ∈WK we write val(Z) for val(WK,Γ
±1, Z,RK) ∈ Γ
±1+.
Let us next consider the free product F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗ B1. Recall that A1 (resp. B1) is
the domain (resp. range) of the partial isomorphism ϕ1. Clearly, in this free product,
A1 and B1 have trivial intersection (even if A1 ∩B1 > 1 in H). We now define a set of
defining relations E by
E = {Z1c1 = c2Z2 | Z1, Z2 ∈WK , c1, c2 ∈ A1 ∪B1,
val(Z1) c1 = c2 val(Z2) in the group K}. (3.16)
We can compute the set E in polynomial time using oracle access to CWP(K) or alter-
natively, by Lemma 3.21, using oracle access to RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk). This is the
only time, where we need oracle access to RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk) in Lemma 3.23.
Consider the group
G1 = 〈(F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗B1)/N(E), t | a
t = ϕ1(a) (a ∈ A1)〉
= 〈F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗B1, t | E , t
−1at = ϕ1(a) (a ∈ A1)〉.
Recall that N(E) ≤ F(WK)∗A1 ∗B1 is the smallest normal subgroup of F(WK)∗A1 ∗B1
that contains all elements xy−1 with (x = y) ∈ E . We can define a morphism
ψ : F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗B1 → K
by ψ(Z) = val(Z) for Z ∈ WK , ψ(a) = a for a ∈ A1, and ψ(b) = b for b ∈ B1. Of
course, the restrictions of ψ to A1 as well as B1 are injective. Moreover, each of the
defining relations in E is preserved under ψ: for (Z1c1 = c2Z2) ∈ E we have ψ(Z1c1) =
val(Z1) c1 = c2 val(Z2) = ψ(c2Z2) in K. Thus, ψ defines a morphism
ψ̂ : (F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗B1)/N(E)→ K.
Moreover, A1 ∩ N(E) = 1: if a ∈ N(E) ∩ A1 then ψ(a) ∈ ψ(N(E)) = 1; thus a = 1,
since ψ is injective on A1. Similarly, B1 ∩ N(E) = 1. This means that A1 and B1 can
be naturally embedded in (F(WK) ∗A1 ∗B1)/N(E) and ϕ1 : A1 → B1 can be considered
as an isomorphism between the images of this embedding in (F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗ B1)/N(E).
Therefore, the group G1 is an HNN-extension with base group (F(WK)∗A1∗B1)/N(E) ≤
G1. Moreover, ψ̂ : (F(WK) ∗A1 ∗B1)/N(E)→ K can be lifted to a morphism
ψ̂ : G1 → G0 = 〈K, t | a
t = ϕ1(a) (a ∈ A1)〉.
The idea for the construction of G1 is to abstract as far as possible from the concrete
structure of the original base group K. We only keep those K-relations that are necessary
to prove (or disprove) that val(A) = val(B) in the group G0.
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Note that since val(A), val(B) ∈ Red(K, ϕ1), we have val(At), val(Bt) ∈ Red((F(WK) ∗
A1 ∗ B1)/N(E), ϕ1): Consider for instance a factor t
−1Xit of val(At) from (3.15). If
Xi = a in (F(WK) ∗ A1 ∗ B1)/N(E) for some a ∈ A1, then after applying ψ̂ we have
val(Xi) = ui = a in K. Hence, val(A) from (3.13) would not be reduced.
Lemma 3.24. The following are equivalent:
(a) val(A) = val(B) in G0 from (3.11).
(b) val(At) = val(Bt) in G1
Proof. For (b) ⇒ (a) assume that val(At) = val(Bt) in G1. We obtain in G0: val(A) =
ψ̂(val(At)) = ψ̂(val(Bt)) = val(B).
For (a) ⇒ (b) assume that val(A) = val(B) in the group G0. Since val(A) and val(B)
are reduced and pit(val(A)) = pit(val(B)), we obtain a Van Kampen diagram of the form:
u0
tα1
u1 t
α2 u2
tαm
um
v0
tα1 v1 tα2 v2
tαm
vm
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 · · · c2m−1 c2m
In this diagram, we can replace every light-shaded face, representing the K-relation
uic2i+1 = c2ivi, by a face representing the valid E-relation Xic2i+1 = c2iYi, see (3.16).
We obtain the following Van Kampen diagram, which shows that val(At) = val(Bt) in
G1:
(F)
X0
tα1
X1 t
α2 X2
tαm
Xm
Y0
tα1 Y1 tα2 Y2
tαm
Ym
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 · · · c2m−1 c2m
By Lemma 3.24, it remains to check, whether val(At) = val(Bt) in the HNN-extension
G1, where val(At) and val(Bt) are both reduced.
3.2.6 Eliminating B1 and t
By using the identities b = t−1ϕ−11 (b)t (b ∈ B1 \ {1}) as Tietze transformations we can
eliminate in the group G1 the generators from B1 \ {1}. After this transformation, we
may have apart from relations of the form
Z1a1 = a2Z2 with a1, a2 ∈ A1 (3.17)
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also defining relations of the forms
Z1t
−1a1t = a2Z2
Z1a1 = t
−1a2tZ2
Z1t
−1a1t = t
−1a2tZ2,
where a1, a2 ∈ A1. We can replace these relations by relations of the following types
Z1t
−1a1 = a2Z2t
−1 (3.18)
tZ1a1 = a2tZ2 (3.19)
tZ1t
−1a1 = a2tZ2t
−1 (3.20)
and end up with the isomorphic group
G2 = 〈F(WK) ∗ A, t | (3.17)-(3.20)〉.
Let us now introduce for every Z ∈WK the new generators
[Zt−1], [tZ], [tZt−1]
together with the defining relations
[Zt−1] = Zt−1, [tZ] = tZ, [tZt−1] = tZt−1. (3.21)
This allows to replace the defining relations (3.18)–(3.20) by
[Z1t
−1]a1 = a2[Z2t
−1] (3.22)
[tZ1]a1 = a2[tZ2] (3.23)
[tZ1t
−1]a1 = a2[tZ2t
−1] (3.24)
leading to the group
G3 = 〈F({Z, [Zt
−1], [tZ], [tZt−1]|Z ∈WK}) ∗A1, t | (3.17),(3.21)-(3.24)〉. (3.25)
Finally, we can eliminate t and t−1 by replacing (3.21) by
[tZ] = [Zt−1]−1Z2, [tZt−1] = [tZ]Z−1[Zt−1]. (3.26)
Doing this replacement we end up with the group
G4 = 〈F({Z, [Zt
−1], [tZ], [tZt−1] | Z ∈WK}) ∗A1 | (3.17), (3.22)-(3.24), (3.26)〉. (3.27)
Since each transformation from G1 to G4 is a Tietze transformation, G1 is isomorphic
to G4. We now want to rewrite the SLPs At and Bt into new SLPs over the generators
of G4. For this, we can define a deterministic rational transducer T that reads a word
X0t
α1X1t
α2X2 · · · t
αmXm from the input tape and
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• replaces every occurrence of a factor tXi with αi+1 6= −1 by the symbol [tXi],
• replaces every occurrence of a factor Xit
−1 with αi 6= 1 by the symbol [Xit
−1], and
finally
• replaces every occurrence of a factor tXit
−1 by the symbol [tXit
−1].
The state set of the transducer T is {ε, t} ∪ {Z, tZ | Z ∈ WK} and the transitions are
the following (for all Z,Z ′ ∈Wk), where $ is an end marker:
ε Z
tZ ′ t
Z | ε
t−1 | [Zt−1]
t | Z
$ | Z
t−1 | [tZ ′t−1]
$ | [tZ ′]
Z ′ | ε
t | [tZ ′]
By Lemma 2.3 we can construct in polynomial time SLPs that generate the strings
[[T ]](val(At)$) and [[T ]](val(Bt)$).
Let G5 be the group that is obtained by removing the relations (3.26) from the pre-
sentation of G4 in (3.27), i.e.,
G5 = 〈F({Z, [Zt
−1], [tZ], [tZt−1] | Z ∈WK}) ∗ A1 | (3.17), (3.22)–(3.24)〉. (3.28)
Lemma 3.25. The following are equivalent:
(a) val(A) = val(B) in G0
(b) val(At) = val(Bt) in G1
(c) [[T ]](val(At)$) = [[T ]](val(Bt)$) in G4
(d) [[T ]](val(At)$) = [[T ]](val(Bt)$) in G5
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) was stated in Lemma 3.24. The equivalence of (b)
and (c) is clear since G1 and G4 are isomorphic and the transducer T rewrites a string
over the generators G1 into a string over the generators of G4. Moreover, (d) implies
(c) because we omit one type of relations, namely (3.26), when going from G5 to G4. It
remains to prove that (a) implies (d). If val(A) = val(B) in G0, then, as argued in the
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proof of Lemma 3.24, we obtain a Van Kampen diagram of the form (F) in the group
G1. The boundary of every light-shaded face is labeled with a relation from E . We obtain
a Van Kampen diagram for [[T ]](val(At)$) = [[T ]](val(Bt)$) in G5, basically by removing
all vertical edges that connect (i) target nodes of t-labeled edges or (ii) source nodes of
t−1-labeled edges (there are B1-labeled edges in (F)), see the following example.
Example 3.26. Let us give an example of the transformation from a diagram of the
form (F) into a Van Kampen diagram for the group G5. Assume that the diagram in
G1 is:
X0
t
X1 t
−1 X2 t−1 X3
t
X4
Y0
t
Y1 t−1 Y2 t−1 Y3
t
Y4
a1 b1 b2 a2 b3 a3 a4 b4
Then we obtain the following Van Kampen diagram in the group G5:
X0
[tX1t
−1] [X2t
−1] X3
[tX4]
Y0
[tY1t
−1] [Y2t
−1] Y3
[tY4]
a1 a2 a3 a4
Only the relations (3.17) and (3.22)–(3.24) are used in this diagram.
For the further considerations, we denote the SLPs for the strings [[T ]](val(At)$) and
[[T ]](val(Bt)$) again with A and B, respectively. It remains to check whether val(A) =
val(B) in G5. Let
Z = {Z, [Zt−1], [tZ], [tZt−1] | Z ∈WK}
and let us redefine the set of defining relations E as the set of all defining relations of
the form (3.17), (3.22)–(3.24). Thus,
G5 = 〈F(Z) ∗A1 | E〉,
where every defining relation in E is of the form Z1a1 = a2Z2 for Z1, Z2 ∈ Z and
a1, a2 ∈ A1.
3.2.7 Transforming 〈F(Z) ∗ A1 | E〉 into an HNN-extension
By further Tietze transformations we will show that G5 is actually an HNN-extension
with base group A1 and associated subgroups A1 and A1. This will prove Lemma 3.23.
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To this end, let us take a relation Z1a1 = a2Z2 with Z1 6= Z2. We can eliminate Z2
by replacing it with a−12 Z1a1. Subwords of the form aa
′ with a, a′ ∈ A1 that arise after
this Tietze transformation can of course be multiplied out in the finite group A1. We
carry out the same replacement Z2 7→ a
−1
2 Z1a1 also in the SLPs A and B which increases
the size only by an additive constant and repeat these steps. After polynomially many
Tietze transformations we arrive at a presentation, where all defining relations are of the
form Z = a1Za2, i.e. a2 = Z
−1a−11 Z. Let us write the resulting presentation as
G6 = 〈A1, Z1, . . . , Zm | Z
−1
i aZi = ψi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ m,a ∈ dom(ψi))〉.
Note that every mapping ψi is a partial automorphism on A1 since it results from the
conjugation by some element in our initial group. Hence, we obtained an HNN-extension
over A1.
We can now finish the proof of Lemma 3.23, which states that the prob-
lem RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) is polynomial time Turing-reducible to the prob-
lems RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk) and RUCWP(A1, A1, A1). Using oracle access to
RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk) (which was necessary for computing the set of defin-
ing relations E from (3.16)), we have computed in polynomial time from a given
RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)-instance an UCWP(A1, A1, A1)-instance, which is a positive
instance if and only if the original RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)-instance is positive. A final
application of Lemma 3.20 allows to reduce UCWP(A1, A1, A1) to RUCWP(A1, A1, A1).
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.23.
3.2.8 Finishing the proof of Theorem 3.19
We now apply Lemma 3.22 to the problem RUCWP(A1, A1, A1) (one of the two target
problems in Lemma 3.23). An input for this problem can be reduced in polynomial time
to an instance of a problem RCWP(A1, A1, A1, ψ1, . . . , ψk), where ψ1, . . . , ψk : A1 → A1
and k ≤ δ (we even have k ≤ 2|A1|! · 2
|A1| ≤ 2|A|! · 2|A| = δ).
We now separate the (constantly many) stable letters t1, . . . , tk that occur in the
RCWP(A1, A1, A1, ψ1, . . . , ψk)-instance into two sets: {t1, . . . , tk} = S1 ∪ S2 where S1 =
{ti | dom(ψi) = A1} and S2 = {t1, . . . , tk} \ S1. W.l.o.g. assume that S2 = {t1, . . . , t`}.
Then we can write our HNN-extension G6 as
G6 = 〈H
′, t1, . . . , t` | a
ti = ψi(a) (1 ≤ i ≤ `, a ∈ dom(ψi)〉, (3.29)
where
H′ = 〈A1, t`+1, . . . , tk | a
ti = ψi(a) (`+ 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ A1)〉.
Note that |dom(ψi)| < |A1| for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and that A1 = dom(ψi) for every
` + 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By Lemma 3.18, CWP(H′) can be solved in polynomial time; H′ is in
fact the semidirect product A1oϕ F(t`+1, . . . , tk), where ϕ : F(t`+1, . . . , tk)→ Aut(A1) is
defined by ϕ(ti) = ψi. Recall also that at the end of Section 3.2.4, A1 was chosen to be
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of maximal cardinality among the domains of all partial isomorphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕk. The
following proposition summarizes what we have shown so far:
Proposition 3.27. Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕk : A → B be partial isomorphisms, where k ≤ δ,
A1 = dom(ϕ1), and w.l.o.g |A1| ≥ |dom(ϕi)| for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. From an instance (A,B) of
the problem RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) we can compute in polynomial time with oracle
access to the problem RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ2, . . . , ϕk)
(1) a semidirect product A1 oϕ F, where F is a free group of rank at most δ,
(2) partial automorphisms ψ1, . . . , ψ` : A1 → A1 with ` ≤ δ and |dom(ψi)| < |A1| for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ `, and
(3) an RCWP(A1oϕ F, A1, A1, ψ1, . . . , ψ`)-instance, which is positive if and only if the
initial RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)-instance (A,B) is positive.
Note that in (1) there are only constantly many semidirect products of the form A1oϕF
and that CWP(A1 oϕ F) can be solved in polynomial time by Lemma 3.18.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 3.19. By Lemma 3.20 and Lemma 3.22 it suffices to solve a prob-
lem RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) (with k ≤ δ) in polynomial time. For this we apply
Proposition 3.27 repeatedly. We obtain a computation tree, where the root is labeled
with an RCWP(H, A,B, ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)-instance and every other node is labeled either with
an instance of a problem RCWP(C oϕ F, C,C, θ1, . . . , θp), where F is a free group of
rank at most δ, C is a subgroup of our finite group A, and p ≤ δ or an instance of
RCWP(H, A′, B′, p′) with A′ ⊆ A, B′ ⊆ B and p′ ≤ δ. The number of these prob-
lems is bounded by some fixed constant. Since along each edge in the tree, either the
number of stable letters reduces by one, or the maximal size of an associated subgroup
becomes strictly smaller, the height of the tree is bounded by a constant (it is at most
|A| · δ = 2 · |A| · |A|! ·2|A|). Moreover, along each tree edge, the size of a problem instance
can grow only polynomially. Hence, each problem instance that appears in the compu-
tation tree has polynomial size w.r.t. the input size. Hence, the total running time is
bounded polynomially.
3.3 Amalgamated Products
In this section we prove our final transfer theorem for the compressed word problem in
finitely generated groups. We consider amalgamated free products of finitely generated
groups where the amalgamated subgroups are finite and deduce our result from the
transfer theorem for HNN-extensions in Section 3.2 using the fact that amalgamated
products can be embedded into HNN-extensions.
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Let H1 and H2 be two finitely generated groups. Let A1 ≤ H1 and A2 ≤ H2 be
finite and ϕ : A1 7→ A2 an isomorphism. The amalgamated free product of H1 and H2,
amalgamating the subgroups A1 and A2 by the isomorphism ϕ, is the group
G = 〈H1 ∗H2 | a = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A1)〉.
Theorem 3.28. [HL09] Let G = 〈H1 ∗H2 | a = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A1)〉 be an amalgamated free
product with A1 finite. Then
CWP(G) ≤PT {CWP(H1),CWP(H2)}.
Proof. It is well known [LS77, Theorem 2.6, p. 187] that G can be embedded into the
HNN-extension
G′ := 〈H1 ∗H2, t | a
t = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A1)〉
by the homomorphism Φ with
Φ(x) =
{
t−1xt if x ∈ H1
x if x ∈ H2.
Given an SLP A we can easily compute an SLP B with val(B) = Φ(val(A)). We obtain
val(A) = 1 in G ⇐⇒ Φ(val(A)) = 1 in Φ(G)
⇐⇒ val(B) = 1 in G′.
By Theorem 3.17 and Theorem 2.28(4), CWP(G′) can be solved in polynomial time with
oracle access to CWP(H1) and CWP(H2).
3.4 Nilpotent Groups
As the final result on compressed word problems we show that nilpotent groups have
a compressed word problem decidable in polynomial time. Since nilpotent groups are
linear, this improves a result from [LS07] where it was shown that the compressed word
problem for linear groups is in coRP. We will define nilpotent groups briefly. For a
thorough introduction see for example [MKS66].
Let g, h ∈ G for a group G. We denote with [g, h] = g−1h−1gh the commutator of g
and h. Clearly [g, h] = 1G if and only if g and h commute in G. We denote with [G,G]
the commutator subgroup of G which is the group generated by all commutators of G.
For two subgroups H1 and H2 of G we define [H1,H2] to be the group generated by all
commutators [h1, h2] with h1 ∈ H1 and h2 ∈ H2. Now we can define the lower central
series of G as
G = G1 DG2 D · · ·
where Gi+1 = [Gi : G] for i ∈ N. A group is nilpotent if its lower central series terminates
in the trivial group after a finite number of steps.
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Theorem 3.29. [HLM11] Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Then CWP(G)
can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Then G has a finitely generated
torsion-free nilpotent subgroup H such that the index [G : H] is finite [KM79, Theorem
17.2.2]. By Theorem 2.28(2) below, it suffices to solve CWP(H) in polynomial time.
There exists d ≥ 1 such that the finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group H can
be embedded into the group UTd(Z) of upper triangular (d× d)-matrices over Z [KM79,
Theorem 17.2.5]. Let ϕ : H → UTd(Z) be this embedding. As remarked in [GHR03], if
w is a word of length n over the generators of H, then the absolute value of every entry
in the integer matrix ϕ(w) is bounded by O(nd−1). If w is given by an SLP in Chomsky
normal form of size m, we can evaluate the SLP bottom-up in the group UTd(Z) as
follows: For every variable X, we compute the matrix ϕ(val(X)). If rhs(X) = Y Z and
the matrices ϕ(val(Y )), ϕ(val(Z)) are already computed, then ϕ(val(X)) is set to the
product of these two matrices. Since |val(X)| ≤ |w| ≤ 2m, every entry in ϕ(val(X)) can
be represented with O((d − 1)m) bits. Hence, the evaluation can be accomplished in
polynomial time.
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In this chapter we will focus on two variants of the compressed conjugacy problem: In
the first section we will show a transfer result for the restricted simultaneous compressed
conjugacy problem defined on page 29 for graph products of finitely generated groups.
In the second section we will consider the single compressed conjugacy problem defined
on page 29 for graph groups. As a byproduct we establish a pattern matching result for
compressed traces in Subsection 4.2.2.
4.1 The Restricted Simultaneus Compressed Conjugacy Problem
In order to analyze the complexity of the word problem for finitely generated sub-
groups of Out(G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W )) using Proposition 2.30, we have to study the prob-
lem RSCCP(G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ),Σ) (for a generating set Σ of G). Recall that we defined
RSCCP(G, B) with B ⊆ G finite and non-empty is the following decision problem:
INPUT: SLPs Aa (a ∈ B) over the terminal alphabet Σ
±1.
QUESTION: Does there exist x ∈ (Σ±1)
∗
with val(Aa) = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B?
The following theorem is our main result for this section:
Theorem 4.1. [HLM11] Let (W,E) be a fixed finite independence alphabet, Gi (i ∈W )
be finitely generated groups, and G = G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ). Let Bi ⊆ Gi be finite non-
empty sets (i ∈ W ). Then RSCCP(G,
⋃
i∈W Bi) is polynomial time Turing reducible to
the problems CWP(Gi) and RSCCP(Gi, Bi) (i ∈W ).
The rest of this section will be concerned with the proof of Theorem 4.1 which generalizes
a corresponding result on graph groups from [HLM10].
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4.1.1 More Algorithms for Compressed Traces
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we first prove some further results
concerning traces, which are represented by SLPs. These results are more or less direct
consequences of Proposition 3.9.
We fix the finite independence alphabet (W,E) with W = {1, . . . , n} for the rest of
this section. An immediate corollary of Lemma 2.12, Proposition 3.9, and Lemma 2.6
is:
Corollary 4.2. Let (W,E) be a fixed independence alphabet with W = {1, . . . , n}.
For given pairwise disjoint finite alphabets Γ1, . . . ,Γn and SLPs A and B over the al-
phabet Γ =
⋃n
i=1 Γi, we can check in polynomial time, whether the trace supremum
[val(A)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] unionsqp [val(B)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] exists, and in case it exists, we can compute in
polynomial time an SLP S such that
[val(S)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] = [val(A)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] unionsqp [val(B)]E[Γ1,...,Γn].
Lemma 2.14 and Corollary 4.2 imply the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let (W,E) be a fixed independence alphabet with W = {1, . . . , n} and
r ∈ N a constant. For given pairwise disjoint finite alphabets Γ1, . . . ,Γn and SLPs
A1, . . . ,Ar over the alphabet Γ =
⋃n
i=1 Γi, we can check in polynomial time, whether the
trace supremum [val(A1)]E[Γ1,...,Γn]unionsqp · · ·unionsqp [val(Ar)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] exists, and in case it exists,
we can compute in polynomial time an SLP S such that
[val(S)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] = [val(A1)]E[Γ1,...,Γn] unionsqp · · · unionsqp [val(Ar)]E[Γ1,...,Γn].
Clearly the Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 also hold for the suffix supremum. It is important
that we fix the number r of SLPs in Corollary 4.3: Each application of Lemma 4.2 may
increase the size of the SLP polynomially. Hence, a non-fixed number of applications
might lead to an exponential blow-up.
4.1.2 Double Cones
For the rest of this section we fix finitely generated groups Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . n}. Let G
denote the graph product G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) for the rest of this section. Moreover, let
Ai, A, I, and R have the same meaning as in Section 2.3.3. All identities in this section
hold in the trace monoid M(A, I), unless we add “in G”, which of course means that the
identity holds in the graph product G.
In this subsection, we will prove several results for the trace monoid M(A, I) which
will be needed in the next subsection for deciding RSCCP(G, B) for some finite B ⊆ A.
Let
Z = {i ∈W | (i, j) ∈ E for all j 6= i}.
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For i ∈W let
Star(i) = Ai ∪
⋃
j∈E(i)
Aj .
Note that ⋂
i∈W
Star(i) =
⋃
i∈Z
Ai. (4.1)
The following statement is straightforward to prove by considering the dependence graph
of uau−1.
Lemma 4.4. Let i ∈ W , a ∈ Ai, and u ∈ IRR(R). The trace uau
−1 is R-irreducible if
and only if max(u) ∩ Star(i) = ∅.
Proof. For the direction ”⇒” let uau−1 be R-irreducible with a ∈ Ai. It follows that
max(u) ∩Ai = ∅ and max(u) ∩Aj = ∅ for all (i, j) ∈ E. This is equivalent to max(u) ∩
Star(i) = ∅.
For the converse direction assume that max(u) ∩ Star(i) = ∅. Hence, also min(u−1) ∩
Star(i) = ∅. Then no element from max(u) ∪min(u−1) commutes with a. Furthermore
(max(u) ∪min(u−1)) ∩Ai = ∅. Since u is R-irreducible, so is uau
−1.
The dependence graph of an R-irreducible trace uau−1 has the following shape:
aDu Du−1
We call an R-irreducible trace of the form uau−1 with a ∈ A a double cone. By the
following lemma, each double cone has a unique factorization of the form u1bu2 with
|u1| = |u2|.
Lemma 4.5. Let uau−1 = u1bu2 ∈ IRR(R) with a, b ∈ A and |u1| = |u2|. Then a = b,
u1 = u and u2 = u
−1.
Proof. Let uau−1 = u1bu2 ∈ IRR(R), where a, b ∈ A and |u1| = |u2|. We have max(ua) =
{a} and (a, c) ∈ D for all c ∈ min(u−1). Moreover |u1| = |u2| = |u|. By Levi’s
Lemma 2.8, there exist traces x, y1, y2 and z with u1b = xy1, u2 = y2z, ua = xy2,
u−1 = y1z and y1Iy2. Assume that y2 6= ε. Since max(y2) ⊆ max(ua) = {a} we get
max(y2) = {a}. Since (a, c) ∈ D for all c ∈ min(y1) ⊆ min(u
−1) and y1Iy2 it follows
y1 = ε. But then |u| = |u
−1| = |z| < |y2z| = |u2| leads to a contradiction. Hence, we
must have y2 = ε. Thus |u| = |u
−1| = |y1z| = |y1|+ |z| = |y1|+ |u2| = |y1|+ |u| implies
y1 = ε. Therefore we get ua = u1b and u
−1 = u2. Finally, since max(ua) = {a} we must
have a = b and u = u1.
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Lemma 4.6. Let i ∈ W , a1, . . . , am ∈ Ai, w1, . . . , wm ∈ IRR(R), and x ∈ M(A, I) such
that wj = xajx
−1 in G for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then there exist v ∈ IRR(R), b1, . . . , bm ∈ Ai,
c ∈ Gi such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m:
• wj = vbjv
−1 in M(A, I) and
• aj = cbjc
−1 in the group Gi.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of the trace x. W.l.o.g. we
can assume that x ∈ IRR(R), since if wj = xajx
−1 holds in G then also wj =
NFR(x)ajNFR(x)
−1 in G.
If |x| = 0 then wj = aj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Hence, we can set v = ε, bj = aj,
and c = 1Gi . For the induction step we distinguish three cases. First assume that
max(x) ∩Ai 6= ∅. Let x = yd in M(A, I) with d ∈ Ai. In G we have
wj = xajx
−1 = ydajd
−1y−1 = ya′jy
−1
with a′j = dajd
−1 ∈ Ai for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since |y| < |x| it follows by induction that there
are v ∈ IRR(R), b1, . . . , bm ∈ Ai, c ∈ Gi such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m:
• wj = vbjv
−1 in M(A, I) and
• a′j = cbjc
−1 in the group Gi.
The last identity implies aj = (d
−1c)bj(c
−1d).
Next, assume that max(x)∩Aj 6= ∅ for some j with (i, j) ∈ E. Let x = yd in M(A, I)
with d ∈ Aj and (i, j) ∈ E. We get
wj = xajx
−1 = ycajc
−1y−1 = yajy
−1
in G. Again, we can directly apply the induction hypothesis.
Finally assume that max(x) ∩ Star(i) = ∅. Then, by Lemma 4.4 xajx
−1 ∈ IRR(R)
(since x ∈ IRR(R)) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Hence, wj = xajx
−1 in M(A, I). We can set
v = x, bj = aj, and c = 1Gi .
For a ∈ A we denote in the sequel with A(a) the unique set Ai (i ∈W ) such that a ∈ Ai.
Similarly, we denote with G(a) the unique group Gi such that a ∈ Ai.
Lemma 4.7. Let B ⊆ A be a finite set with Bi = B∩Ai 6= ∅ for i ∈W . Let wa ∈ IRR(R)
(a ∈ B), vi ∈ IRR(R) (i ∈W ), ba ∈ A(a) (a ∈ B), and ci ∈ Gi (i ∈W ) such that for all
i ∈W and all a ∈ Bi we have:
• wa = vibav
−1
i in M(A, I) and
• a = cibac
−1
i in Gi.
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If s =
⊔
i∈W vi exists, then alph(s) ∩ Ai = ∅ for all i ∈ Z. Moreover, the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists x ∈M(A, I) with wa = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B.
(2) The trace supremum s =
⊔
i∈W vi exists and wa = sas
−1 holds in G for all a ∈⋃
i∈W\Z Bi.
Proof. We first show that alph(s) ∩Aj = ∅ for all j ∈ Z in case s =
⊔
i∈W vi exists. For
this it suffices to show that every vi (i ∈ W ) does not contain symbols from
⋃
j∈Z Aj.
Recall that for a ∈ Bi the trace wa = vibav
−1
i is R-irreducible. But if vi would contain
a symbol from
⋃
j∈Z Aj , then vibav
−1
i would not be R-irreducible.
Let us now prove the equivalence of (1) and (2). For the direction (2)⇒ (1) we set
x = s
∏
j∈Z
c−1j
Then, for all a ∈
⋃
i∈W\Z Bi we get
wa = sas
−1 = xax−1,
since
∏
j∈Z c
−1
j commutes with a. On the other hand, if a ∈ Bi for some i ∈ Z, then we
must have vi = ε (otherwise wa = vibav
−1
i would not belong to IRR(R)). Hence, in G we
get
wa = ba = c
−1
i aci = (s
∏
j∈Z
c−1j )a(s
∏
j∈Z
c−1j )
−1 = xax−1.
Here, it is important to note that that s commutes with
∏
j∈Z c
−1
j and a (since s does
not contain symbols from
⋃
j∈Z Aj) and also
∏
j∈Z\{i} c
−1
j commutes with a ∈ Bi.
For the direction (1) ⇒ (2) let wa = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B, where we assume
w.l.o.g. that x ∈ IRR(R). For all i ∈W , choose di ∈ Ai ∪{ε} and xi ∈ IRR(R) such that
x = xidi and max(xi) ∩ Ai = ∅. Furthermore let xi = tiui with uiIAi such that |ui| is
maximal. By Lemma 2.9, this factorization is unique. Then, for all a ∈ Bi 6= ∅,
vibav
−1
i = wa = xax
−1 = tiuidiad
−1
i u
−1
i t
−1
i = ticat
−1
i
in G where we set ca = diad
−1
i ∈ Ai. Moreover, the definition of ti implies that max(ti)∩
Star(i) = ∅. By Lemma 4.4, ticat
−1
i ∈ IRR(R). Hence, ticat
−1
i = vibav
−1
i . Lemma 4.5
implies ti = vi and ca = ba. Hence, we have x = tiuidi = viuidi which implies vi p x
for all i ∈ W . Therefore s =
⊔
i∈W vi exists and s p x. But then x = sy for some
R-irreducible y ∈ M(A, I). Moreover, we can find for all i ∈ W some ri ∈ M(A, I)
such that s = viri. We have x = viriy and set zi = riy. Then, for all a ∈ Bi, we
get vibav
−1
i = wa = xax
−1 = viziaz
−1
i v
−1
i in G. We can cancel vi and v
−1
i to infer
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ba = ziaz
−1
i in G. Hence, we must have ziaz
−1
i
∗
−→R ba. It follows that alph(zi) ⊆ Star(i)
for all i ∈ W . Since y is a suffix of zi for all i ∈ W it follows that alph(y) ⊆ Star(i)
for all i ∈ W and therefore alph(y) ⊆
⋃
j∈Z Aj by (4.1). Hence, y commutes with all
a ∈
⋃
i∈W\Z Bi. Thus, for all a ∈
⋃
i∈W\Z Bi we get
wa = xax
−1 = syay−1s−1 = sas−1
in G. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
4.1.3 Restricted Simultaneous Compressed Conjugacy
Based on our results on double cones from the previous section, we will prove Theorem 4.1
in this subsection. Let Σi be a finite generating set for Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. W.l.o.g. we
can assume that Σi ∩ Σj = ∅ for i 6= j. We define Σ =
⋃n
i=1 Σi; it is a finite generating
set of the graph product G.
Let ∅ 6= Bi ⊆ Gi be finite for i ∈W and B =
⋃
i∈W Bi. Let us fix an instance (Aa)a∈B
of the problem RSCCP(G, B). We can assume w.l.o.g. that for all i ∈W and all a ∈ Bi
we have a 6= 1Gi (and hence Bi ⊆ Ai), since otherwise we only have to test in polynomial
time (using oracle access to CWP(Gi)) whether val(Aa) = 1Gi . If this is true, then we
can remove a and Aa from the RSCCP(G, B) instance.
To the given SLPs Aa (a ∈ B) we first apply Proposition 3.8 to construct reduced
well-formed 2-level CCP-systems Ba (a ∈ B) with val(Aa) = val(Ba) in G in polynomial
time using oracle access to the decision problems CWP(Gi) for i ∈ W . As explained
on page 32 in Subsection 3.1.1, we can interpret lower level nonterminals from a 2-level
CCP-system Ba as elements from A and hence uvalBa maps every upper level nonterminal
of Ba to a word over A, which can be interpreted as an element of M(A, I) or G. We
need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.8. For a given reduced and well-formed 2-level CCP-system A over Σ±1 we
can check in polynomial time, whether the trace [uval(A)]I is a double cone. In case
[uval(A)]I is a double cone, we can compute in polynomial time the following data:
• some i ∈W ,
• a reduced and well-formed 2-level CCP-system Va over Σ
±1 and
• an SLP C over the alphabet Σ±1i such that val(C) represents the element a ∈ Ai
and [uval(A)]I = [uval(Va)]Ia[uval(Va)]
−1
I in M(A, I).
Proof. First we check whether |uval(A)| is odd. If not, then uval(A) cannot be a double
cone. Assume that |uval(A)| = 2k + 1 for some k ≥ 0 and let uval(A) = u1au2 with
|u1| = |u2| = k. By Lemma 4.5, [uval(A)]I is a double cone if and only if [u1]I = [u2]
−1
I
(for this, it is important that A is reduced). We can easily compute reduced and well-
formed 2-level CCP-systems Va and V
′
a with uval(Va) = u1 and uval(V
′
a) = u
−1
2 . By
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Lemma 2.6 and 2.17, we can check in polynomial time whether [uval(Va)]I = [uval(V
′
a)]I .
Moreover, we can compute in polynomial time i ∈ W such that a ∈ Ai and an SLP C,
which generates the group element a (this SLP is part of lo(A)). This concludes the
proof.
Now we can present an algorithm that solves RSCCP(G, B) in polynomial time with
oracle access to the problems CWP(Gi) and RSCCP(Gi, Bi) for i ∈W :
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Aa (a ∈ B) be the input SLPs. We have to check whether
there exists x such that val(Aa) = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B. By Proposition 3.8 we can
assume that Aa is a reduced well-formed 2-level CCP-system for all a ∈ B. Note that
we need oracle access to the problems CWP(Gi) in order to apply Proposition 3.8.
In a first step we check, whether there exist vi ∈ M(A, I), ci ∈ Gi (i ∈ W ) and
ba ∈ A(a) (a ∈ B) such that for all i ∈W and all a ∈ Bi:
• [uval(Aa)]I = vibav
−1
i (in M(A, I)) and
• a = cibac
−1
i in the group Gi.
Two points are important here:
• If these elements vi, ci, ba do not exist, then by Lemma 4.6 there cannot exist x
such that val(Aa) = xax
−1 in G for all a ∈ B.
• One can check in polynomial time whether vi, ci, ba with the above properties exist
using oracle access to the problems RSCCP(Gi, Bi) (i ∈W ): Using Lemma 4.8, we
check in polynomial time, whether every trace [uval(Aa)]I is a double cone (we can
reject, if this does not hold) and compute reduced and well-formed CCP-systems
Va and SLPs for elements ba ∈ A with [uval(Aa)]I = [uval(Va)]Iba[uval(Va)]
−1
I .
Next, we check whether ba ∈ A(a) (this is easy; just look at the terminal alphabet
of the SLP for ba) and whether [uval(Va)]I = [uval(Vb)]I if a, b ∈ B belong to the
same set Bi. The latter is possible in polynomial time by Lemma 2.6 and 2.17.
Finally, we have to check whether for every i ∈ W there exists ci ∈ Gi such that
for all a ∈ Bi, a = cibac
−1
i holds in the group Gi. But this is an instance of the
problem RSCCP(Gi, Bi) (recall that ba is given by an SLP over the alphabet Σ
±1
i ).
Let us now assume that the elements vi, ci, ba with the above properties exist and that
we have computed the reduced and well-formed 2-level CCP-systems Vi (i ∈ W ) with
[uval(Vi)]I = vi. Then, by Lemma 4.7 it suffices to check whether the supremum s =⊔
i∈W vi exists and whether
[uval(Aa)]I = sas
−1 (4.2)
holds in G for all a ∈
⋃
i∈W\Z Bi.
First we check in polynomial time using Corollary 4.3 whether the trace supremum
s =
⊔
i∈W [uval(Vi)]I exists (recall that |W | = n is a constant in our consideration).
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Assume that s exist. Corollary 4.3 allows us to compute in polynomial time a well-
formed 2-level CCP-systems S such that [uval(S)]I = s. Hence (4.2) becomes an instance
of CWP(G), which by Theorem 3.1 can be solved in polynomial time with oracle access
to the problems CWP(Gi) (i ∈W ). This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
4.2 The Compressed Conjugacy Problem
In this section we prove that the compressed conjugacy problem for a graph group (see
page 29 for the definition) can be decided in polynomial time:
Theorem 4.9. [HLM10] Let (Σ, I) be a fixed finite independence alphabet. Then
CCP(G(Σ, I)) can be solved in polynomial time.
The next three subsections are concerned with the proof of Theorem 4.9.
4.2.1 Computing the core of a compressed trace
In this subsection, we introduce the concept of the core of a trace [Wra88] and show that
the core of a compressed trace can be computed in polynomial time.
We will fix a finite independence alphabet (Σ, I) and the corresponding graph group
G(Σ, I) for the rest of this section. With R we denote the trace rewriting system from
Section 2.3.2.
The following results are direct corollaries of Lemma 2.6, Proposition 3.8, and Propo-
sition 3.9 (which can be applies since (Σ, I) is a fixed independence alphabet):
Corollary 4.10. For a given SLP A over the alphabet Σ±1 we can compute in polynomial
time an SLP B over the alphabet Σ±1 with [val(B)]I = NFR([val(A)]I).
Corollary 4.11. For given SLPs A and B over Σ±1, we can compute in polynomial time
SLPs P and D such that:
• [val(P)]I = [val(A)]I up [val(B)]I and
• [val(D)]I = [val(A)]I \p [val(B)]I .
Definition 4.12. A trace v is called cyclically R-irreducible if v ∈ IRR(R) and min(v)∩
min(v−1) = ∅. If for a trace w we have NFR(w) = uvu
−1 in M(Σ±1, I) for traces u, v
with v cyclically R-irreducible, then we call v the core of w, core(w) for short.
The trace v in the last definition is uniquely defined [Wra88]. Moreover, note that a
trace t is a double cone if and only if t ∈ IRR(R) and core(t) has length 1.
In this section, we will present a polynomial time algorithm for computing an SLP that
represents core([val(A)]I) for a given SLP A. For this, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.13. Let u,w ∈M(Σ±1, I). If u p w, u
−1 p w and w ∈ IRR(R), then u = ε.
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Proof. Suppose for contradiction that
T = {w ∈ IRR(R) | ∃u ∈M(Σ±1, I) \ {ε} : u, u−1 p w} 6= ∅.
Let w ∈ T with |w| minimal and u ∈ M(Σ±1, I) such that u 6= ε and u, u−1 p w. If
|u| = 1 then u = a for some a ∈ Σ±1 and hence a, a−1 p w, a contradiction since
aDa−1. If |u| = 2 then u = a1a2 for some a1, a2 ∈ Σ
±1. Since w, and therefore u
is R-irreducible, we have a1 6= a
−1
2 . Since a1 ∈ min(w) and a
−1
2 ∈ min(w) we have
a1Ia
−1
2 , i.e., a1Ia2. Hence, also a2 ∈ min(w), which contradicts a
−1
2 ∈ min(w). So
assume that |u| > 2. Let a ∈ min(u). Then a ∈ min(w), and there exist traces t, w′
with w = aw′ = u−1t. If a 6∈ min(u−1), then a ∈ min(t) and aIu−1. But the latter
independence contradicts a−1 ∈ alph(u−1). Hence a ∈ min(u−1), i.e., a−1 ∈ max(u).
Thus, we can write u = ava−1 and u−1 = av−1a−1 with v 6= ε (since |u| > 2). Since
ava−1 = u p aw
′ and av−1a−1 = u−1 p aw
′ and M(Σ±1, I) is cancellative, we have
v p w′, v−1 p w′. Since v 6= ε, we have a contradiction to the fact that |w| is
minimal.
Note that Lemma 4.13 also holds for the suffix order s.
Example 4.14. We take the independence alphabet
c a
e d b
from Example 2.10. The corresponding dependence alphabet is
a e
b c d
We consider the trace w = [c−1d−1a−1ba−1cabdc−1d−1a−1b−1dca]I ∈ M(Σ
±1, I), whose
dependence graph looks as follows:
c−1 d−1 c d c−1 d−1 d c
a−1 b a−1 a b a−1 b−1 a
Then, we have NFR(w) = [c
−1d−1a−1bcbdc−1a−1b−1ca]I :
c−1 d−1 c d c−1 c
a−1 b b a−1 b−1 a
Hence, the core of w is core(w) = [d−1cbdc−1a−1]I and looks as follows:
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d−1 c d c−1
b a−1
Note that we have NFR(w) up NFR(w
−1) = c−1a−1b and hence
NFR
((
NFR(w)upNFR(w
−1)
)−1
NFR(w)
(
NFR(w) up NFR(w
−1
))
= NFR
((
c−1a−1b
)−1(
c−1d−1a−1bcbdc−1a−1b−1ca
)(
c−1a−1b
))
= d−1cbdc−1a−1 = core(w).
This fact holds for every trace, and will be proven next.
Lemma 4.15. Let w ∈ IRR(R) and d = w up w
−1. Then NFR(d
−1wd) = core(w).
Proof. Let d = w up w−1. Thus, there are traces u, v such that du = w = v−1d−1 and
min(u) ∩ min(v) = ∅. By Levi’s Lemma (Lemma 2.8) it follows that there are traces
x, y1, y2, z such that xy1 = d, y2z = u, xy2 = v
−1, y1z = d
−1, and y1Iy2. Hence we
have y1 p d
−1 and y1 s d, which is equivalent to y
−1
1 p d
−1. Moreover, since w is
R-irreducible, so is d−1. We can apply Lemma 4.13 to infer that y1 = ε.
It follows that x = d, z = d−1, and thus w = du = dy2z = dy2d
−1. Moreover,
since min(y2z) ∩min(y
−1
2 x
−1) = min(u) ∩min(v) = ∅, we have min(y2) ∩min(y
−1
2 ) = ∅.
Hence, y2 is the core of w. Moreover since w (and therefore y2) is R-irreducible, we have
NFR(d
−1wd) = NFR(d
−1dy2d
−1d) = y2.
We now easily obtain:
Corollary 4.16. For the fixed independence alphabet (Σ, I) the following problem can
be solved in polynomial time:
INPUT: An SLP A over Σ±1.
OUTPUT: An SLP B with [val(B)]I = core([val(A)]I)
Proof. By Corollary 4.10 we can assume that [val(A)]I is R-irreducible. By Corollary 4.11
we can compute in polynomial time an SLP P with [val(P)]I = [val(A)]I up [val(A)
−1]I .
Lemma 4.15 implies
core([val(A)]I) = NFR([val(P)
−1val(A)val(P)]I).
By Corollary 4.10 we can compute in polynomial time an SLP B with
[val(B)]I = NFR([val(P)
−1val(A)val(P)]I),
which concludes the proof.
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4.2.2 A Pattern Matching Algorithm for Connected Patterns
Our second tool for proving Theorem 4.9 is a pattern matching algorithm for compressed
traces. For two traces v and w we say that v is a factor of w if there exist traces x, y with
w = xvy. This is equivalent to saying that the dependence graph Dw contains a convex
subset such that the induced subgraph is isomorphic to Dv. We consider the following
problem and show that it can be solved in polynomial time if the independence alphabet
(Σ, I) satisfies certain conditions.
INPUT: An independence alphabet (Σ, I) and two SLPs T and P over Σ.
QUESTION: Is [val(P)]I a factor of [val(T)]I?
We will prove the following theorem in the rest of this subsection:
Theorem 4.17. [HLM10] Given an independence alphabet (Σ, I) and two SLPs P and T
over Σ such that alph(P) = alph(T), we can decide in polynomial time whether [val(P)]I
is a factor of [val(T)]I .
We write alph(T) and alph(P) for alph(val(T)) and alph(val(P)), respectively. We may
assume that Σ = alph(T) and that Σ is connected. Otherwise we simply solve several
instances of the latter problem separately. Also, we assume in the following that the
SLPs T = (V,Σ, S, P ) and P are in Chomsky normal form. Let Γ ⊆ Σ. We can view the
projection morphism piΓ : Σ
∗ → Γ∗ also as a morphism piΓ :M(Σ, I)→M(Γ, I ∩ (Γ×Γ))
in the natural way, i.e., we define piΓ([u]I) = [piΓ(u)]I (this is indeed well-defined). Since
Σ is a constant size alphabet, we can compute in polynomial time an SLP (without
initial variable) that contains for every variable X ∈ V and every Γ ⊆ Σ a variable XΓ
such that val(XΓ) = piΓ(valT(X)); see the proof of Lemma 2.6. If rhsT(X) = Y Z, then
we simply set the right-hand side of XΓ to YΓZΓ.
In order to develop a polynomial time algorithm for the problem stated above we
need a succinct representation for an occurrence of P in T. Since [val(P)]I is a factor of
[val(T)]I if and only if there is a prefix u p [val(T)]I such that u[val(P)]I p [val(T)]I ,
we will in fact compute prefixes with the latter property and represent a prefix u by its
Parikh image (|u|a)a∈Σ. Hence we say a sequence O = (Oa)a∈Σ ∈ N
Σ is an occurrence
of a trace v in a trace w if and only if there is a prefix u p w such that uv p w, and
O = (|u|a)a∈Σ. For Γ ⊆ Σ we write piΓ(O) for the restriction (Oa)a∈Γ. Furthermore,
we say that O is an occurrence of P in T if O is an occurrence of [val(P)]I in [val(T)]I .
Note that our definition of an occurrence of P in T does not exactly correspond to the
intuitive notion of an occurrence as a convex subset of the dependence graph of [val(T)]I .
In fact, to a convex subset of the dependence graph of [val(T)]I , which is isomorphic to
the dependence graph of [val(P)]I , there might correspond several occurrences O, since
for an a ∈ Σ that is independent of alph(P) we might have several possibilities for the
value Oa. However, if we restrict to letters that are dependent on alph(P), then our
definition of an occurrence coincides with the intuitive notion.
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LetX be a nonterminal of T with rhsT(X) = Y Z and let O be an occurrence of [val(P)]I
in [val(X)]I . If there are a, b ∈ alph(P) such that Oa < |val(Y )|a and Ob + |val(P)|b >
|val(Y )|b, then we say that O is an occurrence of P at the cut of X. We assume w.l.o.g.
that |val(P)| ≥ 2, otherwise the problem reduces simply to checking whether there occurs
a certain letter in val(T). This assumption implies that [val(P)]I is a factor of [val(T)]I
if and only if there is a nonterminal X of T for which there is an occurrence of P at the
cut of X.
Example 4.18. Again we will take the independence alphabet from Example 4.14 on
page 71 again. Let X be a nonterminal with
val(X) = acbc ad cbc acbc acbc acbc acb|c acbc acbc acbc acb dc
where ’|’ denotes the cut of X and
val(P) = acbc acbc acbc acbc acbc.
Then the occurrences of val(P) at the cut of X are (1, 1, 2, 1), (2, 2, 4, 1), (3, 3, 6, 1), and
(4, 4, 8, 1) where the positions in a tuple correspond to the letters in our alphabet in the
order a, b, c, d. We will see later how to construct them.
Lemma 4.19 ([LWZ90]). Let v,w ∈M(Σ, I). A sequence (na)a∈Σ ∈ N
Σ is an occurrence
of v in w if and only if (na, nb) is an occurrence of pi{a,b}(v) in pi{a,b}(w) for all (a, b) ∈ D.
Let Γ,∆ ⊆ Σ. We call occurrences (Oa)a∈Γ and (O
′
a)a∈∆ matching if (Oa)a∈Γ∩∆ =
(O′a)a∈Γ∩∆. An arithmetic progression is a subset of N
Σ of the form
{(ia)a∈Σ + k · (da)a∈Σ | 0 ≤ k ≤ `}.
This set can be represented by the triple ((ia)a∈Σ, (da)a∈Σ, `). The descriptional size
|((ia)a∈Σ, (da)a∈Σ, `)| of this arithmetic progression is dlog2(`)e +
∑
a∈Σ(dlog2(ia)e +
dlog2(da)e). In Example 4.18, the occurrences of val(P) at the cut of X form the arith-
metic progression
(
(1, 1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2, 0), 3
)
.
We will use Lemma 4.19 in order to compute the occurrences of P in T in form of a
family of arithmetic progressions. To this aim, we follow a similar approach as Genest
and Muscholl for message sequence charts [GM08]. In particular Lemma 4.20 below was
inspired by [GM08, Proposition 1].
Throughout the rest of this section we make the following assumption:
alph(P) is connected and {a, b} ∩ alph(P) 6= ∅ for all (a, b) ∈ D with a 6= b. (4.3)
Let X be a nonterminal of T and let O be an occurrence of P at the cut of X. Since
the alphabet of the pattern is connected there must be some a, b ∈ Σ with (a, b) ∈ D
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such that pi{a,b}(O) is at the cut of X{a,b}. We will therefore compute occurrences of
pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b}. It is well known (see [Lif07]) that the occurrences
of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b} form an arithmetic progression ((ia, ib), (da, db), `)
and that pi{a,b}(val(P)) is of the form u
nv for some n ≥ ` and strings u, v ∈ {a, b}∗
with v p u, |u|a = da and |u|b = db. Moreover, by [Lif07] the arithmetic progression
((ia, ib), (da, db), `) can be computed in time O(|T|
2|P|).1 Now suppose we have computed
the occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b} in form of an arithmetic progression.
The problem now is how to find (for the possibly exponentially many occurrences in the
arithmetic progression) matching occurrences of projections onto all other pairs in D.
The following lemma states that for each occurrence O at the cut of a nonterminal
either there is a pair (a, b) ∈ D such that the projection of O onto {a, b} is the first or
the last element of an arithmetic progression, or all projections of O lie at the cut of the
same nonterminal.
Lemma 4.20. Let X be a nonterminal of T and let O be an occurrence of P at the cut
of X. Then either
(i) pi{a,b}(O) is at the cut of X{a,b} for all (a, b) ∈ D with a 6= b, or
(ii) there are a, b ∈ alph(P) with (a, b) ∈ D such that pi{a,b}(O) is the first or last
element of the arithmetic progression of occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of
X{a,b}.
Proof. Let rhsT(X) = Y Z. Clearly, by our general assumption (4.3) it suffices to show
that either (ii) holds, or Oa < |val(Y )|a < Oa + |val(P)|a for all a ∈ alph(P). We show
this assertion by induction on |alph(P)|. If alph(P) is a singleton, then it is trivially true.
Next, we consider the case |alph(P)| = 2. So let {a, b} = alph(P) and hence
(a, b) ∈ D by (4.3). Assume that (ii) does not hold. Consider the arithmetic pro-
gression ((ia, ib), (da, db), `) of occurrences of val(P) at the cut of X{a,b}. Then val(P)
is of the form unv for some n ≥ ` and strings u, v ∈ {a, b}∗ with v p u, |u|a = da
and |u|b = db. We conclude that da, db > 0 as otherwise |alph(P)| ≤ 1. Suppose for
contradiction that ia + `da > |val(Y )|a. Since no prefix w of pi{a,b}(val(X)) can sat-
isfy |w|a > |val(Y )|a and |w|b < |val(Y )|b we conclude ib + `db ≥ |val(Y )|b. But then
the occurrence (ia + `da, ib + `db) is not at the cut of X{a,b}, which is a contradiction.
Hence ia + `da ≤ |val(Y )|a and by symmetry ib+ `db ≤ |val(Y )|b. Similarly, since (ia, ib)
is an occurrences of val(P) at the cut of X{a,b}, we get |val(Y )|a ≤ ia + |val(P)|a and
|val(Y )|b ≤ ib + |val(P)|b. As pi{a,b}(O) is neither the first nor the last element of the
arithmetic progression (we assume that (ii) does not hold), we have Oa = ia + kda and
Ob = ib + kdb for some 0 < k < ` and hence Oa < |val(Y )|a < Oa + |val(P)|a and
Ob < |val(Y )|b < Ob + |val(P)|b as required.
1In fact, in [Lif07] it was shown that the arithmetic progression (ia + ib, da + db, `) can be computed
in time O(|T|2|P|). Observe that from this the arithmetic progression ((ia, ib), (da, db), `) can be
computed in time |T|+ |P|.
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Now, suppose that |alph(P)| ≥ 3. Since O is an occurrence at the cut of X, there are
a, b ∈ alph(P) such that Oa < |val(Y )|a and Ob + |val(P)|b > |val(Y )|b. We may assume
that (a, b) ∈ D. Indeed, if Oa + |val(P)|a > |val(Y )|a choose a = b. Otherwise, since
alph(P) is connected there is a dependence path between a and b. Since Oa+ |val(P)|a ≤
|val(Y )|a, there must be an edge (a
′, b′) ∈ D on this path such that a′, b′ ∈ alph(P),
Oa′+ |val(P)|a′ ≤ |val(Y )|a′ (and hence Oa′ < |val(Y )|a′), and Ob′+ |val(P)|b′ > |val(Y )|b′ .
Next consider a spanning tree of (alph(P),D ∩ alph(P) × alph(P)) which contains the
edge (a, b) (in case a 6= b). Let c /∈ {a, b} be a leaf of this spanning tree (it exists since
|alph(P)| ≥ 3). Obviously, ∆ = alph(P)\{c} is connected and pi∆(O) is at the cut of X∆.
Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to pi∆(val(P)) and X∆. We get either (ii)
(in which case we are done) or Oa < |val(Y )|a < Oa + |val(P)|a for all a ∈ ∆. Assume
the latter. In particular, Od < |val(Y )|d < Od+ |val(P)|d for some d ∈ ∆ with (c, d) ∈ D.
Hence, pi{d,c}(O) is at the cut of X{d,c}. Thus, applying the induction hypothesis also to
pi{d,c}(val(P)) and X{d,c} we get either (ii) or Oc < |val(Y )|c < Oc + |val(P)|c.
The last lemma motivates that we partition the set of occurrences into two sets. Let
O be an occurrence of P in T at the cut of X. We call O single (for X) if there are
a, b ∈ alph(P) with (a, b) ∈ D such that the projection pi{a,b}(O) is the first or the last
element of the arithmetic progression of occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b}.
Otherwise, we call O periodic (for X). By Lemma 4.20, if O is periodic, then pi{a,b}(O)
is an element of the arithmetic progression of occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of
X{a,b} for all (a, b) ∈ D (but neither the first nor the last element, if a, b ∈ alph(P)). The
next proposition shows that we can decide in polynomial time whether there are single
occurrences of val(P) in T.
Proposition 4.21. For given SLPs T and P we can decide in time (|T|+|P|)O(1) whether
there is a single occurrence at the cut of some nonterminal of T.
Proof. We do the following for all a, b ∈ alph(P) with (a, b) ∈ D and all nonterminals X
of T: First we check using [Lif07] whether an occurrence of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of
X{a,b} exists. If such an occurrence exists, then we can compute (using again [Lif07]) the
first occurrence (Ofa , O
f
b ) and the last occurrence (O
l
a, O
l
b) in the arithmetic progression of
occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b}. For all (Oa, Ob) ∈ {(O
f
a , O
f
b ), (O
l
a, O
l
b)}
we check, whether (Oa, Ob) is a projection of an occurrence of val(P) in val(X) as follows.
Let a1, . . . , an be an enumeration of Σ such that a = a1, b = a2 and D(ai) ∩
{a1, . . . , ai−1} 6= ∅ for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, we require that the elements of
alph(P) appear at the beginning of our enumeration, i.e., are the elements a1, . . . , aj
for some j ≤ n. This can be assumed since Σ and alph(P) are connected. We iterate
over 3 ≤ i ≤ n and compute, if possible, an integer Oai such that (Oa1 , . . . , Oai) is an
occurrence of pi{a1,...,ai}(val(P)) in pi{a1,...,ai}(val(X)).
So let i ≥ 3, d = ai, and ∆ = {a1, . . . , ai−1}. By our general assumption (4.3) we can
choose some c ∈ ∆ ∩ alph(P) such that (c, d) ∈ D. Let us further assume that we have
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already constructed an occurrence (Oa1 , . . . , Oai−1) of pi∆(val(P)) in pi∆(val(X)). First,
we compute the unique number k ≥ 0 such that dkc is a prefix of pi{c,d}(val(P)). Then,
we compute the word w ∈ {c, d}∗ such that wdkc is a prefix of pic,d(val(X)) and |w|c =
Oc. If such a prefix w does not exist, then there is no occurrence (Oa1 , . . . , Oai−1 , Od)
of pi∆∪{d}(val(P)) in pi∆∪{d}(val(X)). On the other hand, if such a prefix w exists, it
exists uniquely. Note that if there is an occurrence (Oa1 , . . . , Oai−1 , Od) of pi∆∪{d}(val(P))
in pi∆∪{d}(val(X)), then we must have Od = |w|d. Hence, we set |w|d = Od. Last,
using [Lif07] we check in polynomial time for all e ∈ D(d) ∩ ∆ whether (Oe, Od) is an
occurrence of pi{d,e}(val(P)) in pi{d,e}val(X). By Lemma 4.19, the latter holds if and only
if (Oa1 , . . . , Oai−1 , Od) is an occurrence of pi∆∪{d}(val(P)) in pi∆∪{d}(val(X)).
It remains to be shown that for every nonterminal X of T we can compute the periodic
occurrences of val(P) at the cut of X. To this aim we define the amalgamation of
arithmetic progressions. Let Γ,Γ′ ⊆ Σ such that Γ ∩ Γ′ 6= ∅. Consider two arithmetic
progressions
p = ((ia)a∈Γ, (da)a∈Γ, `), p
′ = ((i′a)a∈Γ′ , (d
′
a)a∈Γ′ , `
′).
The amalgamation of p and p′ is
p⊗ p′ = {v = (va)a∈Γ∪Γ′ | piΓ(v) ∈ p and piΓ′(v) ∈ p
′}.
Example 4.22. We continue Example 4.18 and show how to compute occurrences at
the cut. First we consider the projections of val(P) and val(X):
pi{a,b}(val(P)) = (ab)
5 val(X{a,b}) = (ab)
6|(ab)4
pi{b,c}(val(P)) = (cbc)
5 val(X{b,c}) = (cbc)
5cb|c(cbc)4
pi{c,d}(val(P)) = c
10 val(X{c,d}) = c
2dc9|c8dc
For the projections we find the arithmetic progressions pab, pbc, pcd of occurrences at the
cut:
occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b} : pab =
(
(2, 2), (1, 1), 3
)
occurrences of pi{b,c}(val(P)) at the cut of X{b,c} : pbc =
(
(1, 2), (1, 2), 4
)
occurrences of pi{c,d}(val(P)) at the cut of X{c,d} : pcd =
(
(2, 1), (1, 0), 7
)
.
Note that in pab the first component corresponds to a and the second to b whereas in pbc
the first component corresponds to b and the second to c. We amalgamate the arithmetic
progressions and obtain pabc = pab⊗ pbc =
(
(2, 2, 4), (1, 1, 2), 3
)
. If we again amalgamate
we obtain pabcd = pabc ⊗ pcd =
(
(2, 2, 4, 1), (1, 1, 2, 0), 2
)
. This way we found occurrences
(2, 2, 4, 1), (3, 3, 6, 1) and (4, 4, 8, 1) of P at the cut of X. Observe that there is a fourth
occurrence (1, 1, 2, 1) that we did not find this way which is single.
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Lemma 4.23. Let Γ,Γ′ ⊆ Σ with Γ ∩ Γ′ 6= ∅, and let p = ((ia)a∈Γ, (da)a∈Γ, `) and
p′ = ((i′a)a∈Γ′ , (d
′
a)a∈Γ′ , `
′) be two arithmetic progressions. Then p ⊗ p′ is an arithmetic
progression which can be computed in time (|p|+ |p′|)O(1).
Proof. We need to solve the system of linear equations[
ib + db · x = i
′
b + d
′
b · y
]
b∈Γ∩Γ′
(4.4)
for integers x and y under the constraint
0 ≤ x ≤ ` and 0 ≤ y ≤ `′. (4.5)
Let us fix an a ∈ Γ ∩ Γ′. First we solve the single equation
ia + da · x = i
′
a + d
′
a · y. (4.6)
for non-negative integers x and y. The solutions are given by the least solution plus
a multiple of the least common multiple of da and d
′
a. We start by computing g =
gcd(da, d
′
a). If ia 6= i
′
a mod g, then there is no solution for equation (4.6) and hence
p⊗p′ = ∅. In this case we stop. Otherwise, we compute the least solution sa ≥ max(ia, i
′
a)
of the simultaneous congruences
z = ia mod da,
z = i′a mod d
′
a.
This can be accomplished with (log(da)+ log(d
′
a))
2 many bit operations; see e.g. [BS96].
Let k = (sa − ia)/da ≥ 0 and k
′ = (sa − i
′
a)/d
′
a ≥ 0. Now, the non-negative solutions of
equation (4.6) are given by
(x, y) = (k +
d′a
g
· t, k′ +
da
g
· t) for all t ≥ 0. (4.7)
If |Γ ∩ Γ′| = 1 we adapt the range for t such that the constraint (4.5) is satisfied and we
are done.
Otherwise, (4.4) is a system of at least 2 linear equations in 2 variables. Hence (4.4)
has at least 2 (and then infinitely many) solutions if and only if any two equations are
linearly dependent over Q, i.e. for all b ∈ Γ ∩ Γ′ the following holds:
∃kb ∈ Q : da = kb · db, d
′
b = kb · d
′
a and i
′
a − ia = kb · (i
′
b − ib) (4.8)
In this case all solutions of equation (4.6) are solutions of system (4.4). Thus we can test
condition (4.8) for all b ∈ Γ ∩ Γ′ and in case it holds it only remains to adapt the range
for t such that the constraint (4.5) is satisfied. Otherwise there is at most one solution
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and we can fix b ∈ Γ ∩ Γ′ such that (4.8) does not hold. We plug the solution (4.7) into
ib + db · x = i
′
b + d
′
b · y and obtain
ib + (k +
d′a
g
· t) · db = i
′
b + (k
′ +
da
g
· t) · d′b.
We can solve this for t (if possible) and test whether this gives rise to a solution for (4.4)
under the constraint (4.5).
Proposition 4.24. Let X be a nonterminal of T. The periodic occurrences of P at the
cut of X form an arithmetic progression which can be computed in time (|T|+ |P|)O(1).
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.21 let a1, . . . , an be an enumeration of Σ such
that {a1, . . . , ai−1} ∩D(ai) 6= ∅ for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n and the elements of alph(P) appear at
the beginning of the enumeration. We iterate over 1 ≤ i ≤ n and compute the arithmetic
progressions of the periodic occurrences of pi{a1,...,ai}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a1,...,ai}. For
i = 1 this is easy.
So let i ≥ 2, let a = ai and let ∆ = {a1, . . . , ai−1}. Assume that the periodic
occurrences of pi∆(val(P)) at the cut of X∆ are given by the arithmetic progression
p = ((ic)c∈∆, (dc)c∈∆, `). For all b ∈ D(a) ∩ ∆ let p{a,b} be the arithmetic progression
of all occurrences of pi{a,b}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a,b} (without the first and the last
occurrence if a, b ∈ alph(P)). Recall that we assume that {c, d} ∩ alph(P) 6= ∅ for all
c, d ∈ Σ with (c, d) ∈ D and c 6= d. Hence, by Lemma 4.19, O is a periodic occurrence of
pi{a1,...,ai}(val(P)) at the cut of X{a1,...,ai} if and only if pi∆(O) ∈ p and (Oa, Ob) ∈ p{a,b}
for all b ∈ D(a) ∩∆. Hence the periodic occurrences of pi{a1,...,ai}(val(P)) at the cut of
X{a1,...,ai} are given by the arithmetic progression⊗
b∈D(a)∩∆
p{a,b} ⊗ p.
The result follows now from Lemma 4.23.
We are now in the position to prove Theorem 4.17:
Proof of Theorem 4.17. Note that our assumption (4.3) is satisfied if alph(P) = alph(T).
Recall that we may assume that alph(T) is connected and that |val(P)| ≥ 2.
Using Proposition 4.21 we can decide in polynomial time whether a single occurrence
of P at the cut of some nonterminal of T exists. By Proposition 4.24 we can compute
the periodic occurrences of P at the cuts of all nonterminals from T in polynomial time.
The result follows now since by definition [val(P)]I is a factor of [val(T)]I if and only if
there is a nonterminal X of T such that there is either a single occurrence of P at the
cut of X or a periodic occurrence of P at the cut of X.
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Remark 4.25. In the last section we actually proved Theorem 4.17 under weaker as-
sumptions: We only need for each connected component Σi of alph(T) that Σi ∩ alph(P)
is connected and that {a, b} ∩ alph(P) 6= ∅ for all (a, b) ∈ D ∩ (Σi × Σi) with a 6= b.
4.2.3 Compressed Conjugacy
In this section we will prove Theorem 4.9. For this, we will follow the approach from
[LWZ90, Wra89] for non-compressed traces. The following result allows us to transfer
the conjugacy problem to a problem on (compressed) traces:
Theorem 4.26 ([LWZ90, Wra89]). Let u, v ∈M(Σ±1, I). Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) u is conjugated to v in G(Σ, I).
(2) There exists x ∈M(Σ±1, I) such that x core(u) = core(v)x in M(Σ±1, I) (it is said
that core(u) and core(v) are conjugated in M(Σ±1, I)).
(3) |core(u)|a = |core(v)|a for all a ∈ Σ
±1 and there exists k ≤ |Σ±1| such that core(u)
is a factor of core(v)k.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) can be found in [Wra89], the equivalence of (2) and (3)
is shown in [LWZ90]. We can now infer Theorem 4.9:
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let A and B be two given SLPs over Σ±1. We want to check,
whether val(A) and val(B) represent conjugated elements of the graph group G(Σ, I).
Using Corollary 4.16, we can compute in polynomial time SLPs C and D with [val(C)]I =
core([val(A)]I) and [val(D)]I = core([val(B)]I). By Theorem 4.26, it suffices to check the
following two conditions:
(a) |core([val(C)]I)|a = |core([val(D)]I)|a for all a ∈ Σ
±1
(b) There exists k ≤ |Σ±1| such that core([val(C)]I) is a factor of core([val(D)]I)
k.
Condition (a) can be easily checked in polynomial time, since the number of occur-
rences of a symbol in a compressed strings can be computed in polynomial time by
Lemma 2.1(2). Moreover, condition (b) can be checked in polynomial time by Theo-
rem 4.17, since (by condition (a)) we can assume that alph(val(C)) = alph(val(D)).
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Applications
In this chapter we will collect some applications of the results about compressed word
problems and compressed conjugacy problems.
We will briefly define right-angled Coxeter groups in the following. For a thorough
introduction see for example [GK08]. Let (W,E) be a finite undirected graph. Then the
group
G = 〈W | x2 = 1 for x ∈W,yz = zy for (y, z) ∈ E〉 (5.1)
is called a right-angled Coxeter group. Note that every right-angled Coxeter group can be
seen as a graph product: Let (W,E) be the undirected graph from above and Gi = Z2
for i ∈ W . Then G from equation 5.1 is isomorphic to G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ). Note also
that choosing Gi = Z for i ∈ W it follows that the graph product G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) is
isomorphic to the graph group G(W,E).
Since the compressed word problem for Z and every finite group can be solved in
polynomial time, Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 imply:
Corollary 5.1. If G = G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ) is a graph product, where each Gi is either
finite or isomorphic to Z, then the problems CWP(G) and RSCCP(G, B) (where B =⋃
i∈W Bi with Bi ⊆ Gi) can be solved in polynomial time. In particular, these problems
can be solved in polynomial time for
• right-angled Artin groups and
• right-angled Coxeter groups.
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5.1 The Word Problem for Automorphism Groups
Recall that our main motivation for studying the compressed word problem of a finitely
generated group G was the following application to the word problem of Aut(G):
Proposition 2.29 (page 28). Let G be a finitely generated group and let H be a finitely
generated subgroup of Aut(G). Then WP(H) ≤logm CWP(G).
With the above Proposition we infer some corollaries for the word problems of auto-
morphism groups of graph products (using Theorem 3.1), HNN-extensions (using The-
orem 3.17), amalgamated products (using Theorem 3.28) and nilpotent groups (using
Theorem 3.29) in the following:
Corollary 5.2. Let (W,E) be a finite independence alphabet and Gi finitely generated
groups for i ∈ W . Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of Aut(G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W )).
Then
WP(H) ≤PT {CWP(Gi) | i ∈W}.
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a finitely generated group, t 6∈ G, A,B ≤ G and ϕ : A 7→ B an
isomorphism. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of Aut(〈G, t | tat−1 = ϕ(a); a ∈ A〉).
Then
WP(H) ≤TP CWP(G).
Corollary 5.4. Let G1 and G2 be finitely generated, A1 ≤ G1 and A2 ≤ G2 be finite
and ϕ : A1 7→ A2 an isomorphism. Let furthermore H be a finitely generated subgroup
of Aut(〈G1 ∗G2 | ϕ(a) = b(a ∈ A1)〉). Then
WP(H) ≤PT {CWP(G1),CWP(G2)}.
Corollary 5.5. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group and H a finitely generated
subgroup of Aut(G). Then WP(H) can be decided in polynomial time.
Furthermore as a consequence of Corollary 5.2 above we have
Corollary 5.6. If G is a graph product of finite groups and copies of Z, then the word
problem for Aut(G) can be solved in polynomial time. In particular, the word problem
for the automorphism groups of
• right-angled Artin groups and
• right-angled Coxeter groups
can be solved in polynomial time.
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5.2 The Word Problem for Outer Automorphism Groups
Note that the restricted simultaneous compressed conjugacy problem for finite groups
and Z can be solved in polynomial time. A direct consequence of Proposition 2.30 and
Corollary 5.1 is:
Corollary 5.7. If G is a graph product of finite groups and copies of Z, then the word
problem for every finitely generated subgroup of Out(G) can be solved in polynomial time.
In particular, the word problems for outer automorphism groups of
• right-angled Artin groups and
• right-angled Coxeter groups
can be solved in polynomial time.
We can use Proposition 2.30 and Theorem 4.1 to infer the following result about the
word problem of the outer automorphism group of a graph product:
Corollary 5.8. Let (W,E) be a fixed finite independence alphabet, let the group Gi be
finitely generated by Σi for i ∈W and let G = G(W,E, (Gi)i∈W ). Let furthermore H be a
finitely generated subgroup of Out(G). Then WP(H) is polynomial time Turing reducible
to the problems CWP(Gi) and RSCCP(Gi,Σi) (i ∈W ).
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6
Conclusion and Open Problems
We have used SLPs and their extensions, CCP-systems, to represent elements of finitely
generated groups as words in a compressed manner. With this concept we considered a
compressed variant of the word problem, where we fixed a group presentation and asked
for a given SLP over the monoid generators of the group whether it represents the unit
element of the group.
First we considered the compressed word problem of a graph product of finitely gen-
erated groups (Section 3.1). Here we fixed a finite undirected graph and presentations of
finitely generated vertex groups. In this case we could show that the compressed word
problem of the graph product is polynomial-time Turing reducible to the compressed
word problems of the vertex groups (Theorem 3.1). Does this result also hold if the
graph and/or the presentations of the vertex groups are part of the input? This ques-
tion is already open for graph groups for which a similar result was shown in [LS07] with
a fixed independence alphabet.
Next we have shown that the compressed word problem for an HNN-extension with
finite associated subgroups is polynomial time Turing-reducible to the compressed word
problem of the base group (Theorem 3.17). Our proof relied heavily on the assumption
that the generating set of the base group as well as the associated subgroups were fixed.
It is an open problem whether the same result holds if the associated subgroups and/or
the base group is part of the input. One might also consider the uniform compressed
word problem for HNN-extensions of the form 〈H, t | at = ϕ(a) (a ∈ A)〉, where H is a
finite group that is part of the input. It is not clear, whether this problem can be solved
in polynomial time.
One might also consider the compressed word problem for HNN-extensions of semi-
groups [How63].
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In the Section 3.3 we showed a similar transfer result for the free amalgamated product
of two finitely generated groups (Theorem 3.28) as a consequence of our results on HNN-
extensions.
In the final section on compressed word problems we considered finitely generated
nilpotent groups and showed that their compressed word problem can be decided in
polynomial time (Theorem 3.29), improving a result from [LS07]. Again it is unclear
whether the same result holds if the group presentation is part of the input.
Moreover, there are other classes of linear groups for which it remains open whether
the compressed word problem is decidable in polynomial time. For example the word
problem for braid groups [Gar69, BB05] is decidable in quadratic time [Deh08, GKT02]
while for the compressed word problem we only know that it is in coRP since braid
groups are linear [Big01]. It remains also open whether the compressed word problem
for hyperbolic groups is in P (they are not linear in general).
In Chapter 4 we considered variants of the compressed conjugacy problem for fixed
finitely generated groups. We have shown that the restricted simultaneous compressed
conjugacy problem for a graph product of finitely generated groups can be reduced to
instances of the compressed word problem and to instances of the restricted simultaneous
compressed conjugacy problem for the vertex groups in polynomial time (Theorem 4.1).
It remains unclear whether this holds also for the general simultaneous compressed conju-
gacy problem where we are given SLPS A1, . . . ,An,B1, . . . ,Bn and ask whether there ex-
ists some group element x such that val(Ai) = xval(Bi)x
−1 in the group for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
It is even unclear, whether the simultaneous compressed conjugacy problem for a graph
group can be solved in polynomial time. It is also unclear, whether the single compressed
conjugacy problem for a graph product of finitely generated groups can be reduced to the
compressed word problems and the compressed conjugacy problems of the vertex groups
in polynomial time. Here, we have at least a polynomial time algorithm for graph groups
(Theorem 4.9).
In order to prove our result about the single compressed conjugacy problem for graph
groups we considered a pattern matching problem for compressed traces (Theorem 4.17).
We could only prove that the compressed pattern matching problem for traces can be
decided in polynomial time under restriction (4.3) on page 74 to the alphabet of the
considered pattern. We do not know whether the general compressed pattern matching
problem for traces, where we drop this restriction, can be decided in polynomial time.
As applications we mostly inferred some consequences for the word problems of auto-
morphism groups and outer automorphism groups. Mostly we restricted to word prob-
lems of finitely generated subgroups of the automorphism groups because we do not know
whether the automorphism groups are finitely generated. Considering graph products
we conjecture, that using methods from [Lau95] one can show that the graph product
of finitely generated groups with finitely generated automorphism groups has a finitely
generated automorphism group.
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